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Abstract 

Digitalization in Talent Acquisition: A Case 

Study of AI in Recruitment 

Dhyana Paramita 

 

The trend of changing technology has affected different sectors including human 

resources in the process of recruitment and selection. Different technology solutions 

offer various benefit for recruitment practices especially in terms of efficiency outcome 

while it seems to overlook the relationship outcomes. Whether or not to have a balance 

approach depends on how a firm views their own recruitment process. The purpose of 

this study is to understand firm’s orientation towards its approach in performing 

recruiting practices. The analysis and discussion is articulated through the phenomenon 

of AI in recruiting with the interplay of different views especially from human resources 

and operations management. This study follows an inductive qualitative single case study 

that involves 11 HR professionals to participate in semi-structured interviews. The data 

analysis is performed with thematic analysis to develop grounded theory which is based 

on approach introduced by Gioia (see Corley and Gioia, 2004; Gioia et al., 2013). The 

findings proposed by this study is TOP framework which covers competitive advantage 

through operations, redefining customer orientation, and process enhancement through 

collaboration. 
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Popular Scientific Summary 

 

In studying artificial intelligence (AI) in talent acquisition, it is worth mentioning literatures 

from the field of human resource (HR) as the field that is highly relevant with the job of 

recruitment and selection. Two of the most frequent used of literatures that combine the use of 

technology in human resource function are Lepak and Snell (1998) and Parry and Tyson 

(2011). Reflecting from these two studies, technology may be continuously changed in 

accordance with the change of technology development. This phenomenon is summarized in 

Black and Van Esch (2020) that illustrates the evolution of analog recruiting, digital recruiting 

1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. Digital recruiting 3.0 is the phase where artificial intelligence takes place in 

recruiting practices. A considerable number of literatures recognize benefits with the 

implementation of AI in recruiting. For instance, AI enable the use of an automated recruiting 

and screening system which results to cost savings and improved hiring process efficiency 

(Buckley et al., 2004). Another AI use case is when AI is used to perform interviews in response 

to costly face-to-face interview (Suen et al., 2019). 

With the continuous change of technology in human resources especially in talent acquisition, 

this study argues that it should not necessarily change HR orientation towards its approach on 

recruiting practices. It refers to the trade-off that may arise with the focus on technology while 

neglecting relationship dimension (Stone et al., 2015). This is therefore important to view AI 

not only as the operational tool that boost effectiveness and efficiency, but also to view AI as 

the communicative tool (Guzman and Lewis, 2019). As a result, when other studies focus on 

technical dimensions of AI technology, this study proposes to have balance view between 

social and technical dimensions of this phenomenon. With different activities involved in talent 

acquisition (Ordanini and Silvestri, 2008), this study is distinct to mainly cover the screening 

process.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

“The secret of my success is that we have gone to exceptional lengths to hire the best people in 

the world.” – Steve Jobs, CEO and co-founder of Apple 

According to a survey by Deloitte (2017), 83% of executives stated that talent acquisition is 

important or very important. However, due to talent and skill shortage (Chambers et al., 1998; 

Deloitte, 2017), talent acquisition becomes equally important as other resources needed for 

strategy alignment. By acquiring talent from a pool of market, firms are deriving valuable skills 

that have been established elsewhere hence saving the firms to have further investment on human 

capital development (Lepak and Snell, 1999). As a consequence, human resource (HR) department 

plays an important role to ensure that companies acquire talents to meet the competitive advantage 

through its strategy (Delery and Roumpi, 2017; Ordóñez de Pablos and Lytras, 2008).  

With respect to traditional forms of talent acquisition (Sivabalan et al., 2014; Black and van Esch, 

2020), it is now widely accepted that Industry 4.0 in the context of digital transformation plays an 

important part in the hiring process. The most common form of early digital recruitment is known 

as e-recruitment (Faliagka et al., 2012; Ghazzawi and Accoumeh, 2014) with the introduction of 

web-based recruitment that has transformed the way the job vacancies are shared (Holm, 2014; 

Tyagi, 2012), when administrative process is streamlined with automation (Gupta et al., 2018), 

electronic features in each stage of recruitment process (Stone et al., 2015), or by using social 

media to attract job applicants (Phillips-Wren et al., 2016; van Esch and Black, 2019). The 

aforementioned transformation in recruitment has changed the way of people in applying for jobs. 

In analog recruitment, people should apply jobs by sending applications through post. While in 

web based recruiting, it becomes barrier less for people to apply for jobs through the web (Black 

and van Esch, 2020). As a result, the volume of job applications received by companies grows. On 

one hand, it creates more diverse pool of applicants (Wilson and Daugherty, 2018), while on the 

other hand, screening large amount of CV is not a small task. According to report by Bersin and 

Associates, firms receiving an average of 144 applications for each entry-level (O’Leonard, 2011). 

However, finding the right skills for these positions is challenging and therefore strategy should 

be crafted for more efficient and productive recruitment (ibid). 

In many organizations today, digital technologies are transforming organizational routines, 

capabilities and how value is created including the human resources field. For instance, integration 

of IT has introduced outcomes in operational, relational, and in a multidimensional way which 

impacts  work process within HR department as well as its relationship between employee and the 

top level management (Parry and Tyson, 2011). It also influences the effectiveness of recruitment 

process with its electronic features in each hiring stage such as electronic job applications, 

electronic tests, and electronic interviews (Stone et al., 2015). The recruiting practices has been 
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shifted from analog recruitment into digital recruiting that allows the increasing scale of job 

applications (Black and van Esch, 2020). Artificial intelligence, as a result of the progression of 

technology in Industrialization 4.0, offers solutions to cope with the challenge of scalability. For 

instance, Unilever’s AI-recruitment system helps to identify the best individuals through 

gamification and video interview to ensure diverse talent pool (Wilson and Daugherty, 2018). 

Fashion retailer Hot Topic used AI screening tool to increase time efficiency and process 

effectiveness (van Esch and Black, 2019). The benefit is also acknowledged by job candidates who 

perceive fair treatment and trendy with the use of AI-based recruitment (ibid).  

Many companies remain reluctant to adopt AI for the recruitment practices (Upadhyay & 

Khandelwal, 2018; Albert, 2019). One possible reason is because that the companies are uncertain 

on how AI can exactly help them (Bughin et al., 2017). Therefore, it depends on how the company 

view the recruitment process, whether it tends to be transactional- or relationship-based approach 

(Stone et al., 2015). In terms of transactional, one concern is how to recruit the right talents from 

the increasing applicant pool as the effect of frictionless digital platforms (Branine, 2008). With 

the higher volume of applications, the process of assessment may become more complex because 

of the possibility of higher volume  of unqualified candidates in the applicants’ pool (Black and 

van Esch, 2020).  

1.2. Problematization 

Human capital is broadly defined as worker skills and it is regarded as the competitive advantage 

through capability creation for companies (Teece et al., 1997; Aslam Memon et al., 2009; 

Campbell et al., 2012) as there is a shifting from tangible assets to intangible assets for competitive 

advantages which put human capital as the central role instead of the supporting one for the 

organization (Black and van Esch, 2020). To gain the best benefit of human capital, it depends on 

firms’ capability in acquiring great talents and subsequently develop them continuously (Teece et 

al., 1997;  Chambers et al., 1998). High emphasis, however, is put on firms’ strategy to acquire 

top talent in competitive market (Ferris et al., 2002). 

For long, the literatures on digital talent acquisition primarily focused on the great benefits derived 

from advanced functionality of technology in recruitment such as efficiency while the relational 

aspects seem to be overlooked from the studies. It raises concerns on the trade-off between 

relational and transactional approach in the new age of digital hiring (Stone et al., 2015). 

Talent acquisition has seen its transformation from analog recruiting to the digital recruiting where 

it allows cost efficiency as a result of the replacement of paper-based recruitment (Black and van 

Esch, 2020). On the other hand, it allows easier access for job seekers to seek and apply for jobs. 

As a result, digital recruiting provides large number of job applicants for companies to evaluate 

(Black and van Esch, 2020; Stone et al., 2015; Stone et al., 2013). As a result, more administrative 

tasks are needed and therefore technology implementation in recruitment has been a focus to deal 

with this challenge. 
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The use of artificial intelligence allows improved efficiency and effectiveness (Walford-Wright 

and Scott-Jackson, 2018). It allows saving in business time as AI takes over administrative tasks 

within recruitment process (Hmoud, 2019). The use of an automated recruiting and screening 

system leads to further savings due to reduced employee turnover, reduced staffing cost, and 

improve hiring process efficiency (Buckley et al., 2004). Although the aforementioned benefits 

resemble the benefit from the operations perspectives, it is not sufficient to prove sustained 

competitive advantage. When it comes to human resources for sustained competitive advantage, 

literatures focus more on retaining or developing the employees (Benjamin A. Campbell et al., 

2012; Heijde and Van Der Heijden, 2006; Lado and Wilson, 1994).  

To ensure that recruitment provides sustained competitive advantage, it is important to acquire the 

right talents in terms of competences (Farnham and Stevens, 2000; Gangani et al., 2008) and 

commitment (O’Reilly, 1991). In terms of competences, job applicants should be evaluated 

according to relevant competences (Ulrich et al., 2010; Gangani et al., 2008; Draganidis and 

Mentzas, 2006). However, as humans are highly involved in the process of assessment, the 

possibility of humans’ bias which lead to invalid judgement is inevitable (Goldberg, 2005; Houser, 

2019) especially in the screening stage which is vulnerable to humans’ bias (Derous et al., 2015;  

Derous et al., 2017). In terms of commitment, it can be examined from the compatibility between 

an individual with the organization such as culture, job, and the future colleagues (O’Reilly, 1991; 

Kristof-Brown and Guay, 2011). However, the use of e-recruitment is perceived to be impersonal 

which hinders relationship orientation in recruitment practices (Stone et al., 2015). As a result, it 

may impede sufficient assesment to investigate the compatibility of individuals with the 

organization. To sum up, failing to address the limitation of technology in recruitment leads to 

failing in achieving sustained competitive advantage. 

The perception of digital recruiting being impersonal is mainly driven with the characteristic of e-

recruitment as being one-sided communication (Stone et al., 2015). While, as the manifestation of 

human intelligence, artificial intelligence or chatbot can be placed into different social context 

(Stoeckli et al., 2019) that would enhance positive preemployment relationship with job candidates 

(Van Esch, Black and Ferolie, 2018). However, it remains a challenge for AI to provide more 

personal touch due to the current technology level (Canhoto and Clear, 2020). Therefore, some 

studies suggested that the optimum recruitment outcome can be gained with the balance role of 

human and AI (Tambe et al., 2019; Balachandar and Kulkarni, 2018; Altemeyer, 2019). It is 

important to understand how AI and human can join forces to achieve the optimum benefits of 

recruitment approach in terms of transactional, relationship, and other benefits associated with 

talent acquisition. 

Both approaches, transaction and relationship, are equally important. However, the more HR focus 

on technology rather than people, the more it would be rather seen as management ‘tool’ instead 

of strategic partner (Stone et al., 2015). The intensive use of technology may sacrifice the 

relationship aspects as the trade-off for performance focus (Hortinha et al., 2011). While, HR as a 
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strategic business partner is expected to be simultaneously pursue four contradictory objectives: 

strategic, flexible, efficient, and customer-oriented (Lepak and Snell, 1998). With the trade-off 

between transaction and relationship, the degree of technology used, especially artificial 

intelligence, determines the organization orientation towards its approach on recruitment process. 

Therefore, in response to the proliferation of AI in recruiting, firms should recognize the 

orientation that are aimed from the AI implementation in their own recruitment practices in terms 

of its compatibility with the objectives.  

1.3. Purpose and Research Question 

In response to the assumptions being questioned in problematization, this study seeks to 

understand the firms’ orientation, especially the HR function, in recruitment practices through the 

use of artificial intelligence in the recruitment process. To address the trade-off between being 

technology or relationship focus, the investigation is needed to reveal factors that are commonly 

involved in the recruitment and selection practices. By understanding factors impacted in the 

process, the relationship between factors can be drawn as a founding assumption to reveal how 

firms’ orientation can be shaped in the changing trend of technology especially in artificial 

intelligence. Following the grounded theory being used in this study, the term ‘factor’ is 

represented as ‘dimension’ that emerges from data collection and analysis. The dimension is 

included in the sub research questions to keep track the reader on how the main research question 

is answered throughout the text. 

This research aims to answer the research question as follow:  

How does AI shape an organization’s orientation of digitalization in talent acquisition? 

To answer the main research question, this thesis aims to answer two sub research questions. 

1. What dimensions in the recruitment and selection process are impacted by AI? 

2. How the impacted dimensions in the recruitment and selection process shape an 

organization's orientation to AI recruitment? 

To help answering the research question, this study adopts view from different disciplines 

especially human resources and operations management. By answering this research question, the 

findings can hopefully provide practical contribution for organization especially the HR function 

to recognize their orientation in recruitment practices. Moreover, it is expected that the findings 

can provide valuable insights for AI developers in designing AI technology in recruitment. 

1.4. Delimitations 

Talent acquisition comprises various activities which starts from planning, sourcing, screening, 

selection, reference, background check, offering, and onboarding. To have better focus on the 

research, this thesis focuses on the main recruitment process where the job candidates are actively 

involved, mainly in the period of job advertisement, screening procedure, and interview. This is 
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also related to the collaboration with Hubert.ai and their AI pilot project in the screening stage. 

Besides, this thesis mainly focuses on external recruitment which means to recruit external talents 

rather than internal talents. 

1.5. Thesis Structure 

This thesis project is performed in collaboration with Hubert.ai, a startup in Uppsala that works 

extensively with artificial intelligence especially with chatbots. This thesis is carried out in 

accordance with their development of AI-based tools for automated resume screening and chatbot 

screening interview. Therefore, this study is a learning opportunity to understand AI phenomenon 

through its implementation in recruitment. 

The thesis is structured by following the research framework on qualitative research by Bryman 

and Bell (2011). Firstly, this study is started with general research question which is derived from 

the phenomenon and problematization in chapter one. Secondly, selecting recruitment and AI as 

the relevant subjects and sites which are covered extensively in literature review in chapter two. 

Third, revealing the methodology followed for this qualitative research including research 

approach, research design, data collection method, data analysis, and research quality in chapter 

three. Fourth, the presentation of empirical findings and the analysis in chapter four. Fifth, 

discussion and conclusion to develop connection between findings to conclude contribution for 

the knowledge, in chapter 5. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Talent Acquisition 

Human resources (HR) become a source of competitive advantage for a firm (Barney and Wright, 

1998) hence HR is demanded to simultaneously be strategic, flexible, cost efficient, and customer 

oriented (Lepak and Snell, 1998). The firms need to manage its human capital effectively through 

recruiting, training, and staff development (Wilkinson and Leifer, 2007). The HR basic strategies 

are defined according to its elements from system perspective (input-process-output) and two 

strategic foci of HRM namely competency and behavior (Wright and Snell, 1991). The talent 

acquisition can be derived by the use of both internal employees and external talents depending on 

HR architecture in managing different types of employees (Lepak and Snell, 1999).  

Talent shortage hinders business growth opportunities (Chambers, Handfiled-Jones & Michaels, 

1998). The challenges in acquiring the best talents has widely associated with war for talent which 

is mainly driven by the scarcity responses of talents (Beechler and Woodward, 2009). It resonates 

with the challenges faced since two decades ago where (Murray, 1999) articulated the shortage of 

qualified IT professionals due to a lengthy cycle of recruitment at which Beechler and Woodward 

(2009) defined this as transformational changes to business environment, skills, and cultures. In 

addition, increasing mobility, global demography and economic trends, and diversity are the other 

factors that impact the global war for talent. 

In response to this challenge, talent acquisition, which usually refers to the department within 

Human Resources department (Shruthi and Sarala, 2014), is the strategic approach to acquire the 

best talents for the jobs available according to competency and culture fit (Anita, 2019) by 

accessing the pool of competitive applicants that otherwise would have been missed (Kumar, 

2013). Although talent acquisition and recruitment are often interchangeably, the recruitment is 

the subset of talent acquisition and has a different focus with talent acquisition (Anita, 2019).  

Recruitment focuses on a narrower scope of strategy in fulfilling the current company’s 

requirement by getting the right people for the jobs available (Anita, 2019). While, talent 

acquisition is defined broader as the strategic approach of identifying, attracting, and selecting the 

best available people with the right skills, knowledge, and aptitude to fill the right job in the 

dynamic business requirements which includes workforce planning, employer branding, 

candidates relationship management, and performance monitoring (ibid). 

The basic HR goal is to make successful placement from recruitment process and to hire the most 

qualified and diverse employees derived from selection process (Walford-Wright and Scott-

Jackson, 2018). However, HR goals have been traditionally specified as cost effective, service 

improvement for internal customers, and to address the strategic objective of the organization 

(Parry and Tyson, 2011). The decision on talent acquisition can be derived from either efficiency 

or competitive motives which becomes the underlying logic of talent outsources (Ordanini and 
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Silvestri, 2008). Technology utilization such as E-HRM proved to improve efficiency, service 

delivery, standardization and organizational image, to empower managers and HR to focus on a 

more strategic function although no evidence found about the increased involvement of HR in 

business decision making (Parry and Tyson, 2011). Therefore, Parry and Tyson (2011) proposed 

five goals for e-HRM namely efficiency, service delivery, strategic orientation, manager 

empowerment and standardization.  

Walford-Wright and Scott-Jackson (2018) conducted research on how organizations embrace and 

create competitive technologies to tackle challenges in talent acquisition with three primary 

objectives: 1) reduce time to hire, 2) reduce cost per hire, 3) increase quality of hire. Reduce time 

to hire refers to transforming recruitment process into lean process by technology; reduce cost per 

hire derived from the decision of utilizing internal capability and technology versus recruitment 

agencies; and the improved quality of hire is measured by engagement, retention, and performance 

(ibid). These three objectives can be reflected to the notion of technology and competitive 

advantage by Porter (1985a) in which technology has substantial effect for competitive advantage 

when it has ability to determine the relative cost position or differentiation of particular value chain 

activities. Low cost and differentiation are the two basic elements of competitive advantage that 

can be further combined into three generic strategies: cost leadership, differentiation, and focus 

(Michael E. Porter, 1985a). 

2.1.1. Recruitment and Selection 

Recruitment is a practice performed in talent acquisition that enables firms to compete in terms of 

human capital. Recruitment is a timely basis process which covers the entire process of attracting, 

shortlisting, and appointing available qualified applicants for available jobs in an organization 

(Singaraj et al., 2019). According to O’Meara and Petzall (2013), recruitment can be referred to 

an organization’s ability in attracting a qualified pool of applicants, in a cost effective and timely 

manner, and provide candidate shortlists to continue for the next selection phase. While, selection 

is a post recruitment phase where the candidates are considered qualified to move on from the 

screening stage during recruitment phase (ibid). Recruitment phase is when a great deal of 

information is obtained, while selection phase allows both parties to engage in acquiring and 

passing on information to determine suitability between both organization and job candidates 

(ibid).  

In general, the talent acquisition process has similarities in terms of the overall hiring process in 

which Elearn (2009) classifies the hiring process into four main stages from planning, recruitment, 

selection, and induction as presented in Table 1. Planning refers to the hiring planning where the 

job vacancies are analyzed and decided on its job description, competency profile, and the person 

profile requirement. Recruitment refers to the decision on recruitment strategy including channels 

to market the job and the strategy to attract applicants. Selection is the phase after the recruitment 

where the filtering and shortlisting qualified candidates takes place. The tools used are varied such 

as assessment tools and interviews. When the applicants pass all the selection process, then it is 
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time for offering decision. The induction phase refers to the phase of onboarding which is to 

welcome, induct, and train new employees. 

Stages Key Activities 

Planning Identification of job profile, competency, and person requirements. 

Recruitment Strategy on how to market the job openings and to attract applicants. 

Selection The phase after the recruitment where the qualified candidates are chosen based 

on selection tools (e.g. assessment, interviews, CV screening). 

Induction  Induct and train new employees. 

Table 1. The main stages involved in hiring process (Elearn, 2009) 

According to Ordanini & Silvestri (2008), there are four main stages in recruitment and selection 

namely job advertising, screening process, selection, and completion of selection as illustrated in 

Figure 1. Similarly, Hmoud (2019) suggested four similar stages with different terms namely 

sourcing, screening, selection, contracting. 

The first stage is the job posting or  also known as sourcing as the first phase of recruitment process 

to start searching and attracting applicants to apply for a job (Hmoud, 2019) through the use of job 

advertisement posted in numerous channels such as newspaper ads, Internet job boards, company’s 

websites, employee referrals, job fairs (Holm, 2010), and social media (Gupta et al., 2018). The 

job advertisement has been transformed from the analog recruiting by posting the ads in physical 

job boards or newspaper until the web-based recruiting where job ads can be posted in company’s 

website or job board sites (Black and van Esch, 2020). The job advertisement is first point contact 

between employer and job seekers (Chapman and Webster, 2003). However, job advertisement 

tends to be a passive sourcing hence more companies are proactively seeking qualified candidates 

through social media strategies (Phillips-Wren et al., 2016). To make things more sophisticated, 

the hiring platforms have mostly been embedded by artificial intelligence search to match job 

profile with job seekers competences (Hmoud, 2019). 

Secondly, after job seekers apply to the job vacancy, the stage moves on to the phase where the 

documents (e.g. resumes, certificate, etc) submitted by applicants are received by the recruiters 

and are managed in database management (Ordanini & Silvestri, 2008). Screening process 

comprises the activity of eliminating job applicants who do not fulfill minimum requirement, 

matching the skills required by analyzing candidates’ resumes, and shortlist the best candidates 

(Singh et al., 2010). In this stage, recruiters are accountable to review the incoming resume and 

applications and set phone interviews to shortlist qualified candidates to be invited for onsite 

interviews (Leong, 2018). During the screening process, recruiters may need to do phone screening 
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interview with job candidates (Sivabalan et al., 2014). The screening process to match employee 

competencies with job profile is crucial as it contributes to the employee and organizational 

performance which leads to higher satisfaction (Spencer et al., 1993). According to (Murray, 

1999), it needs at least 15 days to respond to a resume after it is received by the office and the first 

interview should be scheduled which takes several weeks in the future. The activities of role 

identification, Job Description, competency mapping and CV Sourcing occupy the longest time of 

the entire recruitment cycle time at approximately 15 days (45%) out of 33 days (Singh et al., 

2010). Initial HR screening and de-briefing sessions to make final decisions require a minimum of 

2 days (6%) out of 33 days (ibid). The lengthy hiring cycle might result in losing qualified 

candidates (Murray, 1999) by which the long-term consequence is the limitation of business 

growth due to talent crisis (Chambers, Handfiled-Jones & Michaels, 1998; cited from (Cable and 

Turban, 2001). In addition, the screening process is susceptible to biased decision making and 

ethnic discrimination (Derous and Ryan, 2019).  

The third stage is the selection stage which can be composed by assessment tests and interviews 

(Ordanini & Silvestri, 2008). Selection process is the process to identify the best qualified person 

for a specific job or position (Louw, 2013). The selection procedures are varied among companies, 

ranging from the use of CV, interviews, and selection tests such as aptitude test, personality test, 

and assessment centers (Branine, 2008; Schmidt and Hunter, 1998). Assessment centers have been 

widely used to assist the selection of employees in new assignments which include external 

screening, internal employee promotion, identification pool of potential for special training, and 

certification of competence (Thornton and Gibbons, 2009). The variety approach of selection can 

be distinguished with multilevel fit such as Person-Job fit, Person-Team fit, and Person-

Organization fit which then define the relevant type of selection test (Anderson et al., 2004). 

Fourth, the completion of the selection process or when the hiring decision is made. 

 
Figure 1. Recruitment Flow (Ordanini & Silvestri, 2008) 
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2.1.2. Competency Based Recruitment 

The competence-based approach is acknowledged to be the appropriate method for recruitment 

and selection (Farnham and Stevens, 2000) and is the most widely approach used when it comes 

to the foundation of recruitment and selection process (Gangani et al., 2008), specifically in 

screening process where the organizations narrow down the number of applicants from large pool 

of applicants (Abdul and Azmi, 2010). Competences refer to occupational expertise and 

employability that provide work continuity and career development opportunities (Van Der Heijde 

and Van Der Heijden, 2006). Using competencies as the basis for talent acquisition offers 

flexibility and guarantee of selecting the best available skilled person who fit with organization 

requirement (Gangani et al., 2008). It enables the recruitment to be objective as it compares the 

job candidates qualifications with the required competences (Draganidis and Mentzas, 2006). 

The basic well-known competences are broken down into what is known as KSA model which 

consists of knowledge, skills, and ability (Ulrich et al., 2010). As competences are valuable assets 

that enable firms to accomplish competitive advantage and beneficial for both employees and 

organization (Van Der Heijde and Van Der Heijden, 2006), the type of competences required for 

firms are different depending on firms’ HR strategy. However, there are two key elements to a 

model of competencies: 1) List of characteristics, behaviors, or dimensions related to the 

organization’s effective performance, 2) detailed behavioral description of the competency (see 

Compton, 2009). For instance, U.S. Navy requires five distinct competency areas such as 

professional development, personal development, leadership, certifications and qualifications, and 

job performance (Hedge et al., 2006). While, academic credibility and experience in university life 

are perceived to be the important competences for leadership role in university (Spendlove, 2007). 

Employers have expectation on the competences possessed by business graduates in soft skill, 

prior work experience, and ability to deal with customers and clients (Hodges and Burchell, 2003).  

2.2. The Transformation of Recruitment 

According to Black and van Esch (2020), the trend in recruitment has witnessed the transition from 

analog recruitment to the digital manner as follows: 1) Analog recruitment, 2) Digital Recruiting 

1.0, 3) Digital Recruiting 2.0, 4) Digital Recruiting 3.0. The analog recruitment refers to the 

traditional way of recruitment in which the primary mechanisms are paper-based such as printed 

job advertisements which could be found in physical job boards or newspapers. Digital recruiting 

1.0 was started in the mid to late 1990s and was a sign of transition from analog recruiting to the 

digital way of recruitment. It is characterized by the source of information that can be delivered 

and accessed through the internet. Digital job boards could provide rich job descriptions and spread 

them widely at minimal cost due to the replacement of papers with the internet. Likewise, 

candidates simply could go to the digital job boards to search and filter relevant jobs for them and 

subsequently apply the job directly through digital job boards. (Black and van Esch, 2020) 
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Digital recruiting 2.0 emerged the decade after the introduction of the digital recruiting 1.0 and 

it was primarily characterized by two substantial developments. The first transformation was the 

ability to incorporate multiple individual jobs from different sources into a single platform such as 

Indeed. In job seekers’ perspective, it simplified them in searching relevant or unique jobs across 

multiple job boards in one platform. In companies’ perspective, it made their efforts more effective 

and efficient to reach the potential candidates across all the job platforms. The second change is 

the development of digital professional social network platform such as LinkedIn which was 

launched in 2003. It is built as a social network based on professional background and motives 

that allows people to connect on the basis of professional motives and to form professional 

connections and communities of interest to exchange information. (Black and van Esch, 2020) 

Digital recruiting 3.0 refers to its key element of AI in digital recruiting. The underlying 

background of digital recruiting 3.0 are driven by the two consequences generated by two prior 

digital recruiting eras. The first element is that with the introduction of internet, it has reduced 

inefficiencies hence minimizing friction in recruitment process and subsequently increasing the 

amount of job applications. The second element is the acknowledgement of human capital as the 

important source of firm value and competitive advantage. (Black and van Esch, 2020)  

Although it seems good to have more job applications, the fewer barriers in applying jobs can lead 

to more unqualified candidates applying for jobs. As a result, companies have to deal with large 

amounts of applications to be evaluated. Therefore, technology advancement such as AI can 

contribute to assist more effective and efficient processes of recruitment and selection. 

2.2.1. Artificial Intelligence 

There have been increasing interests to adopt artificial intelligence in various use cases such as 

customer service, education, web site help (Shawar and Atwell, 2007), insurance, financial 

services, healthcare, travel, retail, and communications (Singh et al., 2019). However, the 

definition of artificial intelligence (AI) varies among different sources. In general, AI refers to the 

human intelligence that are manifested in machines (Huang and Rust, 2018). It allows computer 

or system to have ability in carrying out tasks that typically involve human cognition (Tambe et 

al., 2019) such as interpreting and learning external data which ultimately are used to accomplish 

specific tasks through flexible adaptation (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2019).  

On the other hand, AI can be defined from process perspective as a theory and practice of 

developing system (i.e. machine or computer program) which starts from input and process the 

input into output that aim to achieve best possible outcome (Paschen et al., 2019; Paschen et al., 

2020). With this definition, AI can be understood further by deconstructing it into six building 

blocks as seen in Figure 2 with its three main basic phases: input-process-output. 

Input as the first phase consist of structured data and unstructured data. Structured data is defined 

as data that are schematically standardized and organized that form the foundation of business 
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analytics and business intelligence (i.e. internal report and/or data, web-browsing data). While, 

unstructured data are those that are not schematically standardized and organized such as social 

media, blogposts, tweets, reviews, and many more. (Paschen et al., 2019; Paschen et al., 2020) 

Process as the second phase include pre-process which refers to any activity prior to the main 

processing such as cleaning, transformation, and selection to ensure the data are ready to be 

processed further. While, the main process involves mainly three functions: problem solving, 

reasoning, and machine learning. Deep learning and artificial neural networks (ANN) are part of 

the main process that augment the performance of machine learning (Paschen et al., 2019; Paschen 

et al., 2020). 

Output as the last phase is basically the information that can be helpful for human decision-making 

or for the input into other information system. In addition to all three phases, there is data storage 

applicable for all phase as it stores data and information that are derived from any of input-process-

output phase and beneficial for future access. (Paschen et al., 2019; Paschen et al., 2020) 

 

Figure 2. Six Building Blocks of AI (Paschen et al., 2019) 

When it comes to AI capabilities, AI can be distinguished in terms of its evolutionary phase in 

three stages: artificial narrow intelligence (ANI), artificial general intelligence (AGI), and artificial 

super intelligence (ASI). The first-generation AI which are ubiquitous is the artificial narrow 

intelligence (ANI) which is characterized as weak and below human-level AI as it is applied only 

to perform specific tasks but unable to autonomously solve problems in other tasks. Artificial 

general intelligence (AGI) and artificial super intelligence (ASI) are stronger type of artificial 

intelligence which may only be seen in the future generation. AGI is characterized as strong and 

human-level AI which can be applied and solve problem autonomously to several tasks, while ASI 

can be applied and autonomously solve problem to any area and outperform humans in all areas 

as illustrated in Figure 3. (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2019) 
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Figure 3. Evolutions of AI (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2019) 

As seen in Figure 4, There are four intelligences required in AI system: Mechanical, Analytical, 

Intuitive, and Empathetic (Huang and Rust, 2018). Mechanical intelligence refers to the machine 

ability to perform routine and repetitive tasks automatically; analytical intelligence is the ability 

gained by training specialized in cognitive thinking hence the system able to learn from its problem 

solving it performed; intuitive intelligence is the ability to solve problem in a creative manner and 

to adjust with humans or tasks effectively; empathetic intelligence is related to social ability as it 

recognize, respond, and influence to other’s emotions (ibid). 

 
Figure 4. Intelligence Type in Artificial Intelligence (Huang and Rust, 2018) 

Conversational Agents or Chatbot 

Chatbot or a conversational agent refers to a software system manifested from artificial intelligence 

which can interact or converse with human users using natural language (Shawar and Atwell, 

2007). Instead of one way communication, chatbot allows interaction in a more human way 

through conversation which enhances interactivity and personalization (Williams, 2018). 

Conversational agents were originally designed to pass the Turing Tests that aimed to convince 

humans that they are talking with a human although in fact that is a machine (Kulthe et al., 2019). 

The first chatbot is known as ELIZA which was introduced by Weizenbaum and designed to be 
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reactive and to maintain communication as social chatbot (Weizenbaum, 1976). As the chatbot 

development progressed, Richard Wallace created a more complex chatbot that used pattern 

matching inputs to generate responses (Kulthe et al., 2019). In the current interpretation, chatbot 

is designed to accomplish particular tasks (Quarteroni, 2018). Nowadays, there are modern 

chatbots such as Amazon’s Echo, Alexa, Apple Siri, and Microsoft Cortana (Kulthe et al., 2019). 

Conversational agent or chatbot is the manifestation of dialogue system (Mnasri, 2019) and the 

development is largely linked to Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Pereira and and Díaz, 2018). 

Chatbot is a computer program that mimic human conversation which requires input in natural 

language text and the application answers through text or speech with the best intelligent response 

to the input sentence (Abdul-Kader and Woods, 2015). According to Mnasri (2019), chatbot can 

be classified into two: 1) Social chatbots to perform unstructured human-like conversations or 

known as chit chat bots, 2) Task oriented chatbots to accomplish designed tasks. However, there 

are other type of chatbots which have limited conversational scope because they use programmed 

scripts instead of NLP hence limiting them to perform only based on a predetermined path (Pereira 

and and Díaz, 2018). 

Pereira and and Díaz (2018) suggest four dimensions to develop more powerful chatbots. The first 

dimension is the interaction between user and chatbot. The second dimension is the integration 

which refers to the ecosystem where the chatbot is going to be installed to ensure chatbot can 

interact with different resources smoothly. The third dimension is the analytics which refers to the 

information accessed by trackers to get metrics on how users interact with the chatbot. The fourth 

dimension is the quality assurance which refers to the perfective and corrective maintainability in 

chatbot development. 

Chatbot is conceptualized as a “non-human actors that acts as conversational agents by engaging 

unilateral, bilateral, and multilateral text-based conversation with human actors” (Stoeckli et al., 

2019). AI-based chatbot can be comprehend as a sociotechnical system that depends on interplay 

between three key elements: the individual user, the task, and the technology (Maedche et al., 

2019). To conclude, AI-based digital assistant or chatbot differs with prior generation of digital 

assistant due to its salient characteristics in interactivity and intelligence while performing tasks 

for the users (Maedche et al., 2016). Therefore, it is sensible to study chatbot in three aspects that 

covers chatbot as a communicative AI technologies: functional, relational, and metaphysical 

implications as derived from the study in human machine communication (Guzman and Lewis, 

2019). In addition, chatbot can be classified into four classes: 1) Information filtering agents, 2) 

information retrieval agents, 3) advisory agents, 4) performative agents (Nissen and Mil, 2001). 

2.2.2. Artificial Intelligence in Recruitment  

Artificial intelligence has been used in different stages of talent acquisition (Ibrahim and Hassan, 

2019; Albert, 2019; Heric, 2018) as summarized in Table 2. In the context of recruitment, studies 

have been done to explore the applications of AI in recruitment (Nawaz and Gomez, 2019; 
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Raviprolu, 2017, Albert, 2019), the benefit and the implications for business process (Loebbecke 

& Picot, 2015; Upadhyay & Khandelwal, 2018), impact on diversity recruitment (Altemeyer, 

2019), and the job applicants’ perspective towards AI-based recruitment (Van Esch et al., 2018). 

In addition, the higher volume of applications, as a result of lesser friction on digital recruiting, is 

inevitable and screening tasks can be efficiently performed by the utilization of artificial 

intelligence which results to the reduction of time-to-hire and to win over the war of talent (Black 

and van Esch, 2020).  

Phase Type of AI Application 

Sourcing Multi-database candidate sourcing: The automated AI to scan from various databases or 

webs such as LinkedIn, Glassdoor, etc (Ibrahim and Hassan, 2019; Albert, 2019) 

Targeted job advertisement: Using AI, ML, to accurately recommend job ads to the 

relevant candidates (Albert, 2019) 

Screening CV Screening software, video screening interview, automated scheduling (Albert, 

2019); Selection tools on resume based through algorithm support (Heric, 2018); 

Customized pre-screening questions, chatbot for candidate screening and engagement, 

automation in resumes screening (Ibrahim and Hassan, 2019) 

Selection Video Interview assessment with facial recognition, voice analysis, and word choice 

(Heric, 2018); AI-Powered psychometric testing (Albert, 2019) 

Table 2. AI Application in Recruitment 

In the context of recruitment, according to Balachandar and Kulkarni (2018), chatbot for 

recruitment can be used to automate 80% of the total of “Top of Funnel” recruiting activities as it 

helps automate time-consuming tasks such as sourcing, screening, and messaging. It helps 

screening candidates, qualifying candidates, scheduling interview, answering FAQs, assessing 

experience feedback, and responding to unsuccessful (Nawaz and Gomes, 2019; Vinyals and Le, 

2018). Because the nature of AI, chatbot allows data to be grouped, analyzed, and represented in 

a form that HR practitioners can easily access, interpret, and act upon. Therefore, it is reasonable 

that AI tools have been widely adopted to automate resume screening process (Raviprolu, 2017). 

According to the case study by Altemeyer (2019), the new AI-based process implemented in 

international hotel group has reduced candidate assessment from two days into one day and saved 

£250,000 per year. While, in the same research, a case study in international beverages company 

shows that the process of application review has been reduced from two weeks into three days. 

According to Upadhyay and Khandelwal (2018), AI assistant, with its AI and NLP abilities, can 

build engagement with job candidates through the web, mobile platforms, and social media in a 

form of messages or dialog box. In other words, AI assistant acts as front-end communication 

channel with candidates. Besides helpful on candidate capture, screening, and scheduling 

appointment, AI assistant contributes to build communication and engagement. At the same time, 

AI assistant allow recruiters to focus on strategic tasks. 
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There are considerable benefits perceived with the use of AI in recruitment. Firstly, its benefit is 

acknowledged in terms of its contribution on efficiency and qualitative gains for both companies 

and candidates (Upadhyay and Khandelwal, 2018). With the use of AI in recruitment and selection, 

it enables HR managers and leaders to efficiently attract, retain, and inspire talented manpower 

who are beneficial for company’s success (Raviprolu, 2017) and it helps replacing repetitive tasks 

previously performed by human recruiters (Upadhyay and Khandelwal, 2018). It resonates with 

the automated recruiting and screening which contribute to the firms’ savings as a result of 

employee turnover, reduced staffing costs, and improved hiring-process efficiencies (Buckley et 

al., 2004). Secondly, the implementation of artificial intelligence helps recruiters to leverage 

cultural fit and diversity of the recruits by removing bias in recruitment process (Altemeyer, 2019). 

AI can help removing unconscious bias such as names, schools attended, gender, age, and race 

(Upadhyay and Khandelwal, 2018) from  the manual selection and evaluation to acquire the best 

candidates (Walford-Wright and Scott-Jackson, 2018). Thirdly, the benefit is associated with 

candidate engagement. Potential job candidates might withdraw from recruitment process because 

they do not hear back from the recruiters because the screening process may take more than one 

week to start (Upadhyay and Khandelwal, 2018). By implementing AI-based recruiting tools, the 

screening can be started immediately and to provide confirmation within 24 hours (ibid). In other 

words, AI in recruiting helps employers to engage with the candidates immediately in order not to 

lose the potential candidates. Despite the novel characteristics of AI in recruitment, the study 

shows that it does not affect the process of application completion by job applicants (Van Esch et 

al., 2018). Instead, it shows the positive pre-employment relationship behavior due to technology 

factors on its aesthetics, ease of use, playfulness, service excellence, and usefulness (ibid). 

2.3. Organizational Orientation 

Literatures on orientations describes the importance of boundaries, which means a firm needs to 

identify its area of expertise where the firm can improve value creation (Allred et al., 2011). Cited 

from the work of Wright, Kroll, Pray, and Lado (1995), the business can achieve good performance 

when it performs based on internal orientation, external orientation, or even both. The internal 

orientation refers to the internal business units that largely emphasize the operations to be carried 

out in a low cost manner. While internal orientation is seen to be advantageous because of its 

reduction in operating cost, this orientation may have difficulty to adapt with rapid changes. 

Internal orientation does not focus on marketing as much as external orientation does. The latter 

is deemed to be inefficient because it is marketing driven and has constant emphasis on costly new 

products. In other word, external orientation is beneficial when it comes to adaptability but it has 

to deal with high cost to adapt with change. Therefore, there is a notion to have dual emphasis on 

internal and external orientation for a business unit operations. This type of business unit 

emphasize the importance of efficiencies as well as being market driven that emphasize on product 

innovations as response to changing market and competition. (Wright et al., 1995) 
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When the orientation is emphasized on cost reduction in operating cost, it is related with the 

operations performance objective by Slack et al. (2015) about cost. However, this objective is 

complemented with other four performance objectives in terms of quality, speed, dependability, 

and flexibility. These five operations performance objectives simultaneously allows improvement 

in competitiveness and to add value for customers. In other words, it allows firms to have dual 

emphasis on internal orientation and external orientation. External orientation refers to the 

orientation to consider customer interests. This is relevant as operations management is defined as 

the activity of transforming resources (input) to produce products or services (output) to fulfill the 

needs of external customers (Slack et al., 2015).  

Operations are built based on several processes that consist of resources and activities to convert 

input into output (ibid). The model of operations management can be illustrated as input-

transformation-output as can be seen in Figure 5. Based on this model, there are two types of 

inputs: Those that will be transformed into output and those that do the transforming. While the 

former refers to the material, information, and customers, the latter refers to people and facilities 

(e.g. technology, building). 

 
Figure 5. Input-Transformation-Output Model (Slack et al., 2015) 

On the other hand, according to Wilson and Daugherty (2018), flexibility, speed, scale, decision 

making, and personalization are five aspects that firms typically seek to improve in their business 

process. Similarly, it allows dual emphasizes on internal orientation and external orientation. 

Business process is defined as the sequence of activities that are connected and where the work 

flows through the involved activities to produce certain outcomes in an effective and efficient 

manner (Bititci et al., 2011). Process-based approach is recognized as an important approach to 

define the different existence of business process such as customer-facing operational processes, 

administrative support processes, and managerial process (ibid). 

On top of aforementioned orientation, organizational orientation can also be seen from the 

different other perspectives such as customer orientation (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Zhou et al., 

2009), technology orientation (Hortinha et al., 2011), and competence orientation (Jüttner and 

Wehrli, 1994). Customer orientation is chosen when customers are not price sensitive and open 

with innovations (Zhou et al., 2009). While, technology orientation is preferred when companies 
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focus more on operations performance rather than relationship (Hortinha et al., 2011). Competence 

orientation refers to the inside element of organization which includes resources, assets, 

capabilities, and competences that can create competitive advantages (Jüttner and Wehrli, 1994). 

2.4. Final Remarks in Literature Review 

Literature review in this study is emphasized on familiarizing the readers with human resources 

(HR), recruitment and selection as well as artificial intelligence in both general and recruiting. 

There are criteria that were used to perform the literature review. The process of selecting the 

literatures is based on internet search keywords through google scholar and Uppsala Library. The 

frequent keywords used are talent acquisition, human resources, recruitment, selection, artificial 

intelligence, and artificial intelligence in recruitment. To answer the question, the literature review 

on organization orientation and operations management are presented. The latter is chosen as a 

lens to guide the analysis in this study. In addition, to ensure the quality of literature review, the 

author consistently checks the journal ranking from where the literatures are published. 

In this study, the idea of conducting literature review with the grounded theory is adapted from 

Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton (2013). The review of literatures was initially performed by 

presuming a level of semi-ignorance or some suspension of judgment in the previous literatures 

and never been extensive to avoid hypothesis bias or confirmation bias (ibid). However, it does 

not necessarily means that the author is completely uninformed about prior works.  

The literature review was started by general review in talent acquisition, recruitment and selection, 

transformation of recruitment, and artificial intelligence. The extensive literature review is 

suspended up to the point where it needs to be done more extensively and iteratively in data 

analysis to refine emergent concepts and relationships (ibid). Therefore, more extensive review 

was done to review organizational orientation, artificial intelligence, and some subsets of 

recruitment such as competency-based recruitment. This final literature review is built based on 

iterative consultation with data analysis until finally grounded theory is developed. There was 

some level of knowing and not knowing to allow grounded theory development without being 

dictated by prior studies (ibid). 
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3. Methodology 

This chapter provides explanation on how methodology is carried out. It starts with familiarizing 

with research context and approach as well as research design. Next, it covers the explanation on 

how data collection and data analysis are performed recursively. It also discusses about the 

research quality and ethical considerations. 

3.1. Research Context and Approach 

This thesis started with the aim to answer the research question on “How does AI shape an 

organization’s orientation of digitalization in talent acquisition?”. To answer this question, this 

study follows an inductive qualitative approach with embedded single case study. According to 

Yin (1981), the need of a case study is when “an empirical inquiry must examine a contemporary 

phenomenon in its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and 

context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 1981). Since this study adopted to study transactional and 

relational phenomena in digital talent acquisition – a case study design was adopted. The use of 

case study as the research strategy is because it allows researcher to achieve aims in providing 

description, testing theory, or generating theory (Eisenhardt, 1989). In addition, embedded single 

case study provide the prospects for more extensive analysis hence the insights can be enhanced 

into single case (Yin, 1994).  

The case study is used to comprehend the dynamics within single settings (Eisenhardt, 1989) by 

examining occurring phenomenon in certain context such as organizational process (Yin, 1994). 

The context of organizational process is relevant for this study as it focuses on understanding the 

dynamic aspects within talent acquisition, specifically in recruitment and selection process of firms 

in relation to the occurring phenomenon of artificial intelligence. To ensure extensive analysis, the 

approach used for this study is embedded single case study which allows the involvement of more 

than one unit of analysis (Yin, 1994). Therefore, this study involves several individuals from 

different firms who are experienced in the hiring field. Despite, the focus of this study is to 

understand the phenomenon of artificial intelligence in the context of recruitment and selection in 

general without clustering different type of firms, sector, and any other attributes. 

To conclude, the context of this study is the interplay of various disciplines in technology, human 

resources, and operations management. Artificial intelligence represents the technology field, 

recruitment represents the human resources field, and process dimensions are adopted from 

operations management. By investigating the interplay between these disciplines, the author 

expects to provide valuable findings that can contribute to the relevant fields. 
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3.2. Research Design 

To achieve the aim of the case study approach, the relevant research design for this study comprises 

with three main components which is built from (Yin, 1994). Firstly, it is the research question. 

The appropriate question for case study approach is “how” or “why” (Yin, 1994) which has been 

articulated properly in this study. The “how” questions are the type of explanatory question which 

explains operational links that needs to be traced thoroughly (ibid). Secondly, it is the unit of 

analysis which is important to define the case. The unit of analysis is defined based on the research 

questions. As reflected from the research question, artificial intelligence in recruitment is the case 

study and the unit of analysis chosen are individuals who are knowledgeable in this field.  

Therefore, the relevant method for sampling is purposive sampling which will be discussed in 

detail in the next section. Thirdly, these are the data collection and data analysis. There are tools 

used for data collection such as semi-structured interviews, podcasts, and official reports. The 

multiple tools in data collection are used as data triangulation to ensure the rigor of the study. For 

data analysis, grounded theory is used as the most common research framework that is used for 

qualitative research (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Grounded theory method refers to a qualitative study 

for developing theory inductively that is grounded in data that are derived from systematic set of 

procedures (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). It is similarly defined by Bryant (2017) that highlight the 

major characteristics of grounded theory as systematic, inductive, and comparative. 

The specific steps used in this study for data analysis is adapted from (Corley and Gioia, 2004) 

and (Gioia et al., 2013). The underlying approach of this methodology is inductive approach which 

commonly applicable for grounded theory method. It focuses on the informants’ interpretations 

without being directed on existing construct or theories for the discovery of new concepts rather 

than confirming existing concepts. In addition, the fundamental assumption about researchers is 

that researchers are also knowledgeable agents who able to identify patterns in the data that enable 

them to produce concepts, its relationship, and to ultimately formulate theories. 

3.3. Sampling 

Purposive sampling is the relevant sampling to identify the population for this study as it selects 

individuals based on their qualities, knowledge, and experience related to the phenomenon in the 

case (Etikan, 2016). In addition, purposive sampling is a non-random sampling technique that 

emphasize on individuals who are available and willing to participate and to articulate opinions 

and experiences in an expressive and reflective manner (ibid). Therefore, the population chosen 

for this study are those who work within human resources and/or recruitment field. To enhance 

the findings, this study aims participants who are mainly working in companies in Sweden (mainly 

Stockholm and Uppsala) that are perceived to have high volume in recruitment. The assumption 

was driven by the perceived reputation on the companies. Additionally, LinkedIn was also used to 

gain contact information as well as the number of applicants received in the certain job vacancies 

in certain companies. To select the individuals, convenience sampling was used due to the factor 

of accessibility (Bryman and Bell, 2011) and participants’ willingness (Etikan, 2016) to participate 
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with the study. This is an important aspect as the sample participants are busy people with little to 

no time to participate in the study. Besides, given the nature of artificial intelligence as a new 

phenomenon, it is difficult to find participants who are interested in this phenomenon. 

3.4. Data Collection  

For data collection, there are three type of sources that were utilized. The first set of data sources 

were derived from interviews with 11 HR Professionals/recruiters that are summarized in Table 

3. The second set of data sources are derived from scientific literatures and consulting reports to 

ensure credibility of the analysis, summarized in Table 4. The third set of data sources are derived 

from data and insights that are derived from Hubert.ai which is summarized in Table 5. 

The first data set were derived mainly from semi structured interview which is commonly used 

in qualitative studies. Interview guide was formulated and divided into three main topics namely 

general information, current overview in recruitment practices, and AI in recruitment (see 

Appendix A). Although semi structured interview has an interview guide as the interview protocol, 

the researcher can pose follow up questions to gain better interpretation on interviewees’ 

responses. Additionally, as the research progressed, the interview guide was regularly checked and 

modified to fit with the findings and research objectives. 

As the context of this study is the recruitment process, the target group for the sample is 

professionals from human resources and/or recruitment field who work at the companies. The 

companies are chosen based on its likelihood on receiving high number of applications that are 

potentially benefited from AI in recruiting. The companies interviewed are based in Stockholm 

and Uppsala due to ease of access and to limit the scope. All interviews were audio recorded as 

verbally agreed by the participants. According to participants’ consent, the identity and companies 

of participants are anonymized in the report. The interviews were done in a range of 1.5 months 

from 21st February 2020 to 31st March 2020. The first five interviews were done face-to-face in 

the first two weeks of data collection and the second last interviews were done by video call and 

phone in the last two weeks of data collection. The period between the first and the second 

interview was used to extensively familiarize with the data, generating initial code, searching for 

themes, and reviewing the themes. These activities follow the first four steps of establishing 

trustworthiness as illustrated in the next sub chapter. By performing these steps within the gap 

period, the author expected to find the most important and interesting feature that this study may 

able to develop more for the next data collection.  
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No Profession 
Company 

Sector 

Year of 

Experience 

Duration of 

Interview 

Method of 

Interview 

1 Interviewee 1 Fintech 7.5 31.35; 

18.22 

Face to face; 

Phone interview 

2 Interviewee 2 Manufacturer 5.5 56.24 Face to face 

3 Interviewee 3 Industrial 3 45.05 Face to face 

4 Interviewee 4 Hospitality 8 57.15 Face to face 

5 Interviewee 5 Public 8 01.04.08 Face to face 

6 Interviewee 6 Industrial 20 54.08 Video call 

7 Interviewee 7 Electricity 15 45.51 Phone interview 

8 Interviewee 8 Insurance 5 47.51 Phone interview 

9 Interviewee 9 Technology 20 42.15 Phone interview 

10 Interviewee 10 Furniture 4 22.20 Phone interview 

11 Interviewee 11 Media 5 25.08 Phone interview 

Table 3. Data Collection on Interviews 

The second data sources are data from consulting reports to help the authors to have better 

understanding in the phenomenon of AI in recruitment. With better understanding in phenomenon, 

the author can have more solid justification when analyzing and discussing findings as well as 

enhancing the credibility of this study.  

No Authors & date Report Title 

1. Arendt (2017)  The Rise of the Social Enterprise. 2018 Deloitte Global 

Human Capital Trends 

2. McKinsey & Company (2018)  Adoption of AI advances, but foundational barriers 

remain | McKinsey 

3. Deloitte (2017)  Rewriting the rules for the digital age: 2017 Deloitte 

Global Human Capital Trends 

4. Chambers, Foulon, Handfield-

Jones, Hankin, Michales III 

(1998) 

The war for talent 

5. O’Leonard (2011) 

 

The Talent Acquisition Factbook 2011 | Bersin & 

Associates Executive Summary 

6. Deloitte (2020) Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends 

7. Wright and Atkinson (2019) The impact of artificial intelligence within the recruitment 

industry: Defining a new way of recruiting | Charmicael 

Fisher. 

Table 4. Data Sources from Consulting Reports 
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The third data sources are data and insights derived from Hubert.ai. The consistent consultation 

with the legitimate AI provider aims to enhance the quality of this study. The details of empirical 

data from Hubert.ai are presented in the section of secondary data from Hubert.ai in chapter 4.2. 

These data are used to provide concrete application of AI in recruitment and to justify the findings 

that are derived from other data sources. Several meetings were conducted and ended with a 

session to present the findings and results. As a startup that extensively works on AI, the meetings 

allowed information exchange and valuable insights that were useful to validate the findings and 

assist the author’s analysis. In addition, several communication forms in both face-to-face 

meetings and online meetings were conducted to gain learning on artificial intelligence especially 

the technical aspects and its practical use for talent acquisition. The method used was field notes 

(Bryman and Bell, 2011) by briefly jotting down notes from the meeting. As some data are the 

intellectual property of Hubert.ai, there is data that should not be published in this report and solely 

used for the author’s learning process.  

No. Date Meeting Topic 

1. Jan 17, 2020 Face-to-face Kick-off meeting 

2. Feb 4, 2020 Face-to-face Discussion on technical and practical use of AI 

3. Feb 18, 2020 Face-to-face Interview guide discussion 

4. March 11, 2020 Face-to-face Findings discussion 

5. April 14, 2020 Online Discussion on technical and practical use of AI 

6. May 11, 2020 Online Discussion on technical and practical use of AI 

7. May 20, 2020 Online Presentation & discussion 

Table 5. Meetings 

3.5. Data Analysis 

The data analysis is performed with the grounded theory in mind. The methodology starts from 

the formulation of well-specified research questions and is further broken down to questions for 

semi-structured interview. During the interview, notes are constantly documented using the 

informants’ term and analysis starts immediately even after the first data is derived (Corbin and 

Strauss, 1990). The underlying concept of grounded theory is the interpretation of meaning 

including the perspective and voices of the subjects under study (Strauss and Corbin, 1994; 

Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) and its continuous interaction between analysis and data collection 

by constant comparative analysis (Strauss and Corbin, 1994). Consequently, interview guide is 

constantly refined as the research progress as the author find the need of change in data collection, 

data analysis, and the possibility to change the research questions. The analysis part covers 

constant comparative analysis, logical coding procedures, and the conceptualization of theory 

development (Strauss and Corbin, 1994).  

As this study uses grounded theory as the research framework, identifying codes and themes is the 

central element for data analysis (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Between each phase of data collection 
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and data analysis, codes are constructed and findings are constantly compared with one another 

(Bryman & Bell, 2011; Bryant, 2017). This constant comparative method is the central element of 

grounded theory to develop rigorous foundations for their emerging concepts and theories (Bryant, 

2017). To ensure the trustworthiness of data analysis, this study follows six key steps in thematic 

analysis as adopted by Braun and Clarke (2006) and Nowell et al. (2017) (see Table 6). Thematic 

analysis is the most common used approach for qualitative research to identify, analyze, and 

interpret patterns of meaning (e.g. themes, codes) from transcripts or field notes (Bryman and Bell, 

2011; Clarke & Braun, 2017).  

Phase Means of Establishing Trustworthiness  

1. Familiarizing with the data Transcribing the interviews, reading and highlighting quotes, 

jotting down initial ideas, re-reading and refining the ideas 

2. Generating initial code Develop coding framework, collecting data relevant with each 

code, documenting the frequency of data related to each code, 

reflexive journaling 

3. Searching for themes Arrange code into potential themes, mapping codes and 

themes to have reasonable connections, documenting the 

development and hierarchies of concepts and themes 

4. Reviewing themes Checking the themes, sketch a thematic map for analysis 

5. Defining and naming themes Ongoing analysis to define and name the themes 

6. Producing the report Final analysis, relating back to the research questions and 

literature, and produce the final report of analysis 

Table 6. Means of Establishing Trustworthiness in Thematic Analysis 

1) Familiarizing with the data 

Qualitative data are derived from different sources to help the researcher familiarize with the 

phenomenon. Interactive sources (i.e. podcasts) and consulting reports assists the researcher to 

establish knowledge database and create some preconceptions that would assist the researcher 

during data collection and data analysis. It requires repeated reading including the text from 

scientific journal in search for meanings, patterns, and concepts (Braun and Clarke, 2006). The 

transcription of interview is the crucial data sources used for qualitative study. Notes are 

consistently jotted down during the interview to highlight the key ideas from the interviewee. 

Mostly, the transcriptions are completed in the same day to keep the process on track and to help 

researchers consistently familiarize with data. 

2) Generating initial code 

The initial code was generated when the researcher has read and familiarizes with the data and has 

listed a set of initial ideas about the phenomenon (Braun and Clarke, 2006). The relevant quotes 

from interviewees are selected and the framework of code was constructed through open coding. 

Open coding is the process of identifying initial codes that emerge in the early stage of research 
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that documented from informant terms either done by in-vivo code and/or constructed code to 

identify the first order codes (Corley and Gioia, 2004; Gioia et al., 2013). There could be more 

than one code for each quote and it can be un-coded later depends on what themes the code would 

fit. There are large number unit of analysis (i.e. codes) in the early phase of code generation. It 

would be narrowed down once the themes are defined. 

3) Searching for themes 

Themes can be identified once all data have been coded and collected. However, for this study, 

the themes were tentatively identified recursively with the code generation. When the codes were 

firstly generated, the researcher spotted that there are some similarities between codes that can be 

grouped and distilled it into broader codes or themes. Codes that have similar nuances in meaning 

or direction were arranged to line-up together and being grouped into similar themes. The 

arrangements were done after most of the first codes were generated. The themes in initial stage 

of data analysis were formed based on researcher’s preconceptions that were derived from 

familiarizing data from various sources. The themes are identified by axial coding, the procedure 

where the connections are being established among categories which is performed by identifying 

the patterns of interactions and to incorporate them into higher-order themes (Bryman and Bell, 

2011). During this phase, thematic map is drawn to assist the researcher in drawing the logic 

between codes and themes. At this point, researchers act as knowledgeable agents who able to 

think simultaneously from the 1st order, the informants’ term, and the 2nd-order, the theoretical 

level of themes and dimensions. Consequently, the number of categories is narrowed down into 

the more manageable number (Gioia et al., 2013). Therefore, the identification of themes was 

approached by both data driven and theory driven approach. With the identification of themes, the 

unit of analysis is narrowed down into manageable number. 

4) Reviewing themes 

The grounded theory development used in this study refers to the use of 1st order concepts, 2nd 

order themes, and aggregate dimensions (Corley and Gioia, 2004; Gioia et al., 2013). Therefore, 

the phase of initial code generation refers to the 1st order concepts, while the phase of searching 

themes refers to the 2nd order themes. In this stage of reviewing themes, it requires reviewing and 

refining the themes which involve two level of analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006). The first 

analysis is reviewing the 1st order concepts that built into the 2nd order themes. If the codes are 

coherent pattern and fit properly into the themes, then the analysis moved to the themes to check 

whether the themes are ‘problematic’ or not. In addition, this is the stage where researcher tried to 

distill the themes into final aggregate dimension which further narrow down the unit of analysis. 

The themes that have similar nuances of meaning are grouped into higher hierarchy (i.e. aggregate 

dimensions). It is performed by selective coding which is when the aggregate dimensions are 

identified as the central issue which are based on the similar themes gathered as the foundation 

(Bryman and Bell, 2011).  
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5) Defining and naming themes 

As the phases continue, the thematic map was consistently refined to help researchers on how to 

define and name the themes. By ‘define’ and ‘refine’ means that the researcher able to identify the 

essence of themes and what aspects that themes would capture (Braun and Clarke, 2006). To 

ensure the strong underlying quality in findings, the researcher has preconceptions to guide the 

identification of themes and aggregate dimensions. There are three trials that the researcher did to 

finally arrive to its final themes and aggregate dimensions. The aim of the trial is achieve the final 

aggregate dimensions that are not complex and general enough to capture the aspects covered. 

6) Producing report 

The iterative process of coding results to the construction of data structure which presents the 

entire concepts, themes, and aggregate dimensions related to the study. This is derived when the 

1st order and 2nd order themes and aggregate dimensions are fully identified. The analysis for the 

data is performed in the Excel file. The interpretation of quotes of the interviews are placed in the 

in the 1st order concepts. Then, the author put the possible themes or concepts in the 2nd order 

themes. Then, the aggregate dimensions are established based on the 1st and 2nd order concepts. 

All the established concepts form data structure (see chapter 4). Subsequently, dynamic 

relationship all concepts in data structure are established to produce dynamic grounded theory 

model.  

3.6. Research Quality 

The research quality in grounded theory building is enhanced by the systematic collection of 

empirical data and recursive iteration by constantly comparing between theory and data during 

analysis (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). Trustworthiness is a primary criteria to evaluate 

qualitative studies (Bryman and Bell, 2011) especially by following six key steps in thematic 

analysis explained above (Nowell et al., 2017). According to Guba (1981), trustworthiness consists 

of four criteria: 1) Credibility, 2) Transferability, 3) Dependability, 4) Confirmability. 

Credibility is parallel with internal validity which means its acceptability to others (Guba, 1981; 

Bryman and Bell, 2011). One method to ensure credibility is by triangulation where various data 

sources are used to be cross checked and peer debriefing (Guba, 1981). For this study, the 

triangulation is performed by comparing consulting reports as well as data from Hubert.ai. 

Scientific journals are used to verify the findings from data collection. Simultaneously, peer 

debriefing is done regularly especially during seminar to expose and articulate the thinking to the 

peer. Researcher has opportunity to improve the study based on the critiques. Additionally, the 

researcher ensures that the research is carried out according to good practices and the results are 

submitted to the members who were studied to be reviewed and get feedback.  

Transferability is parallel with external validity (Guba, 1981). The method to meet this criteria is 

by doing purposive sampling to maximize the range of information (ibid). Therefore, this study 
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selects participants that are considered knowledgeable in recruitment (e.g. HR Professionals, 

recruiters) to ensure maximization of information. Transferability commonly refers to thick 

description which means transferability to other context by having rich clarification on the detail 

on a phenomenon and become a database to make judgements about its transferability to other 

context (Guba, 1981). Therefore, the participants invited come from different companies in 

different sector to ensure that researcher can create thick description in order to the findings can 

be transferable in other contexts. 

Dependability is parallel with reliability which concerns with the stability of data (Guba, 1981). It 

refers to the ‘auditing’ approach where the researcher should keep the entire records from each 

phases of research process, starting from problem formulation, sampling, interview transcripts, 

data analysis, and other records (Bryman and Bell, 2011). For this study, researcher compiling any 

type of documentation to manage audit trail. The documentation collected comprises with the 

actual interview notes, the record of interview and transcripts which are kept confidential, and 

notes on data analysis. 

Confirmability is parallel with objectivity which means to avoid personal bias or theoretical 

inclination that possibly manipulating the theoretical findings (Guba, 1981; Bryman and Bell, 

2011). Triangulation and practicing reflexivity can be used to ensure confirmability (Guba, 1981). 

Reflexivity is performed by a constant reflexive journaling and data triangulation to ensure that 

the theory development is based on solid foundation to verify interpretations. In addition, the draft 

was sent to participants for feedback to ensure that the results written by the author are valid from 

participants’ perspective. 

3.7. Ethical Considerations 

The focus of this study to understand the recruitment process and the implication of AI in 

recruitment for companies. Because the data may contain sensitive information, this research aims 

to avoid the risk of harming the participant, lack of informed consent, invasion of privacy, and 

deception (Diener and Crandall, 1978; in Bryman and Bell, 2011). This is crucial especially in the 

phase of data collection, data analysis, writing the final report, and publishing the report. In the 

data collection phase, the author introduced herself, the topic, the purpose of the study, and the 

stakeholder she collaborated with. In addition, the author provided option on participants’ 

identification whether to be fully identified, partially identified, or anonymous. Before the 

interview started, the author asked the participants’ consent to audio record the interview and all 

participants gave verbal agreement on this. In the phase of data analysis, the author did analysis 

according to the data without manipulation. While in the writing the final report, the author should 

be careful on picking up the quotes to ensure that the quotes chosen do not directly refer to 

participants’ identity. Therefore, most of the participants are identified as anonymous or called as 

Interviewee 1, 2, and so forth.  
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4. Results and Analysis 

This chapter comprises results and analysis. The first sub chapter provides the result of primary 

data collection from semi structured interviews and followed immediately with the analysis.  It is 

followed immediately with the analysis of main findings that covers screening stage and interview 

stage. The second sub chapter presents the main secondary data from Hubert.ai that are related to 

the main findings.  

4.1. Primary Data from Interview 

Primary data collection is done by semi structured interviews with 11 HR professionals from 

different industries. The interviews are transcribed and analyzed according to the six steps of 

thematic analysis to generate 1st order concepts, 2nd order themes, and aggregate dimension. More 

detailed explanation is explained in the next section. 

4.1.1. Interview Results 

There are three aggregate dimensions emerging from the data collection in order to answer the first 

sub research question on “What dimensions in the recruitment and selection process are impacted 

by AI?”. Accordingly, the findings are that digital transformation by AI requires interplay between 

Technology, Operations, and People. It is also relevant with the framework of people, process, 

and technology that was firstly coined by Harold Leavitt (1964) in his paper of “Applied 

organization change in industry: structural, technical and human approaches” and remains widely 

cited by numerous studies in various contexts. 

The analysis and identification of themes and aggregate dimensions are supported by iterative 

consultation with different data sources such as scientific literature and consulting reports. This 

iterative process allows the development of researcher’s preconception that is useful to guide the 

process of thinking. Moreover, continuous consultation with different sources enhances the 

research quality especially to address concern on validity and reliability in qualitative studies. 

The aggregate dimensions are derived by identifying and grouping the relevant quotes, 1st order 

concepts, and 2nd order themes. The coding of 1st order concepts from the assigned quotes was 

done either by using in-vivo codes or constructed codes. The illustration of clustering the assigned 

quotes with the 1st order concepts, 2nd order themes and aggregate dimensions is shown in Table 

7. Complete version of interview results with its concepts, themes, and aggregate dimension is 

presented in Appendix D.  
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Illustration of Data Supporting Interpretations 

Aggregate dimension 1: Operations 

2nd order 

themes 
1st order concepts Quotes 

Speed and 

Efficiency 

Methods to filter 

and narrow down 

volume 

“Since we use screening tool to simplify the screening, we have 

taken out some of problems when it comes to higher volume, 

that’s usually bottleneck that could be automated even further. 

“ (Interviewee 4) 

Time consuming 

“You made several phone calls, emails, contacts, also you need 

the time to do to look at to all applications that’s the biggest 

challenge to find the time.” (Interviewee 5) 

Reduced manual 

works 

“We used to need more people working manually, now we need 

less people working manually especially in screening “ 

(Interviewee 1) 

Dependability 

and Quality 

Objective 

assessment 

“You have to be very unbias, very objective, and to make sure 

that you have a very solid argument behind the reason why not 

to proceeding with the rest of candidates.” (Interviewee 1) 

Tendency to bias 

“We work actively that’s why we use personality test and 

screening question or knockout question in order to not get 

interfered with the bias. We want to have the process structured. 

If we have good candidates from the diverse background, they 

have the same opportunity as somebody who doesn’t have that. 

What we are trying to reach is the equal opportunity for 

everyone.” (Interviewee 8) 

Support to remove 

bias 

“What the selection is based on that, maybe some kind of 

testing, going with the interview with the robot, I think whatever 

support that takes away the human factors stereotypes, that kind 

of, AI can be better than human to focus on core competences.” 

(Interviewee 2) 

Decision 

Making 

Test to measure 

competences 

“The personality test and cognitive test help us to identify the 

potential of those people form one scale and their behavior as 

well.” (Interviewee 1) 

Competence-based 

assessment 

“We use competence-based question for position to actually 

increase validity of recruitment to be able to compare between 

candidates which are the most suitable for the position” 

(Interviewee 7) 

Service 

Delivery 

Easier process for 

hiring managers 

“We want the process to be easier for our internally and for 

managers. We have managers who are active partners in 

recruitment we want provide excellent experience in terms of 

using systems and tools, and we want to support our decision 

with the right information” (Interviewee 1) 
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Illustration of Data Supporting Interpretations 

 Collaboration with 

hiring managers 

 “It takes a lot of time, and we have a challenge to wrap it up, so 

we take it 6 weeks, if you are good in 4-5 weeks. But, that needs 

good collaboration and good project plan with the hiring 

managers.” (Interviewee 3) 

Aggregate dimension 2: People 

Social 

Presence 

Team dynamic 

assessment 

“If the managers who have the resource need to fulfill a position 

with a human in his/her team, it would not be good if he can’t 

meet with the candidates, from both perspectives, it can’t 

replace the whole recruitment process. It is about people, it is 

about organization, we need to work together and the interaction 

is super important.” (Interviewee 3) 

Interactions to 

assess behavioral fit 

“Interviews, I think, maybe, if you look at the latest, some of the 

trends go towards video interviews in screening, from our 

perspective we haven’t considered that yet. We still like to meet 

the candidates before we actually hire them. We still have a need 

a manager need to meet candidates, and team around. “ 

(Interviewee 4) 

Human interaction 

“I think that the chatbot could never really replace the human 

being, that’s how I perceive it. I think it is good to use initially 

in the process. It is about the sense of ability to meet up 

someone. “ (Interviewee 7) 

Candidate 

Engagement 

Personal 

appreciation or 

feedback 

After the candidates doing interview here at the office, it is super 

important take the time to give a call and give feedback, and not 

just send email, because they have invested their time and they 

deserve to have personal feedback (Interviewee 3) 

Prioritize 

candidates' interest 

“You have to be really fast in your process. You have to be put 

in the candidates interest first rather than the companies.” 

(Interviewee 11) 

Chatbot to engage 

candidates 

“But it has the exact same function as the knock-out question. It 

looks cooler, it looks more modern. It could be nice candidate 

experience for the screening question.” (Interviewee 8). 

Aggregate dimension 3: Technology 

AI 

Capabilities 

Prone to error 

“At this point, I wouldn’t trust that we would take in robot 

instead of the process we have now. Fine tuning on the AI, for 

example, reading CV, it supposed to pick up the name. the robot 

is working, pick up the wrong things, then I still have to change 

it. It needs to be more stable for us to use it externally.” 

(Interviewee 2) 

Limitation in 

perception and 

interpretations 

“If you meet the person that don’t fulfill the value that we have, 

one person can make damage in a group […] I don’t think a 

robot can get that sense of a person.” (Interviewee 6) 
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Illustration of Data Supporting Interpretations 

Rigid and 

impersonal 

“There is a risk maybe too clinical if you use AI in the screening 

process, it could be unhuman. […] The personal communication 

is very important to do the evaluation of the candidates”. 

(Interviewee 5) 

Redesign 

work 

Shifting to the more 

strategic roles 

“Should be the one sparing partner with recruitment manager, 

in the requirement profile, about the position, is it really the right 

one, how is your group composed, you could be more advisor 

instead of putting too much effort in the first selection part.” 

(Interviewee 7) 

Humans feed AI 

“AI is fed with data all the time […] We would probably need 

to feed the AI, different scenario trying to help out what the 

algorithm is supposed to be” (Interviewee 4). 

Tasks allocation 

“I think it is partially (AI implementation) where we can be 

more effective because we are human we can put our energy and 

our skill where we add value or use AI where AI can add value. 

So, the success is the right mix of AI and HR” (Interviewee 8). 

Table 7. Data Supporting Interpretations of AI Impact on Talent Acquisition 
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From the interview, the main concepts and themes are selected to develop grounded theory related 

to artificial intelligence in recruitment. As part of research questions, this data structure aims to 

answer the first sub research questions: “What dimensions in the recruitment and selection process 

are impacted by AI?”. It concludes that there are three dimensions influenced when AI is 

implemented in recruitment and selection: Operations, People, and Technology. Accordingly, 

these three aggregate dimensions are derived from the group of 1st order concepts and 2nd order 

themes. The entire analysis is summarized in data structure as can be seen in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Data Structure 
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4.1.2. Analysis of Results 

This section provides analysis of the data structure that is presented in the previous section. All 

quotes presented in this section are either included in Table 7 or in Appendix D. The structure of 

analysis is arranged in the dimension of technology, operations, and people. 

Technology 

Technology is the main component when it comes to digital transformation. According to 

interviews, the causes of reluctance in adopting artificial intelligence into the talent acquisition 

process is because of the technology sufficiency to perform some of hiring tasks on behalf of 

human recruiters. The concerns on the AI-based hiring tools are mostly technical aspects that 

include accuracy and rigidity. 

1. AI Capabilities 

Accuracy 

The first theme is the importance of accuracy which refers to accuracy on identifying the right 

qualified candidates for the position offered by the employers. Employers have different bases on 

assessment for instance the recruitment based on competences or values. Therefore, the 

recruitment and selection are performed by matching the competences required for specific jobs 

with the candidates’ qualification. However, using AI doing this task may not result in the perfect 

expected outcomes. 

“When we’d say we will use AI in recruiting, we want to have 100% on matches. 100% matches 

is not possible yet, it is 95%, it is 2% when it talks to companies that using or providing with AI, 

they are always give you 95% maximum, in the 5% you may be missing top candidates, so when 

we use AI in recruitment, maybe we should 99.9%.” (Interviewee 10) 

Most of interviewees perceived that the underlying process in AI-based tools still posits high 

likelihood of error occurrences. Hence, instead of waiting for the results performed by AI, human 

recruiters need to correct the mistakes by humans which then add duration that may impact the 

entire hiring lead time. Besides, it creates additional jobs for the human recruiters to double check 

between the results posed by AI with the original documents or assessments as referred from the 

Interviewee 2, “fine tuning on the AI, for example, reading CV, it is supposed to pick up the name. 

the robot is working, pick up the wrong things, then I still have to change it”. To conclude, 

accuracy is not only about creating the accurate data, but it is also about assisting human recruiters 

in performing their tasks in a timely manner.  

Rigidity 

The second theme is the concerns of AI is perceived as impersonal, unhuman, and clinical as stated 

by Interviewee 5, “There is a risk maybe too clinical if you use AI in the screening process, it 

could be unhuman. […] The personal communication is very important to do the evaluation of the 
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candidates”. In addition, AI is perceived to be one sided communication as it works like 

questionnaires instead of communication partner. 

“Adding on chatbot to ask you a lot of question is extremely impersonal and very mechanical. 

Because you really can’t have a dialog. And chatbot that are built today are built more like a 

questionnaire that chatting companies when you are applying for a job you have to answer 30 

questions that’s the same as chatbot does more or less” (Interviewee 9) 

With the concerns mentioned above, it is concluded that the current AI solution is perceived as 

rigid. Therefore, it is important for AI-based R&S to be more flexible by enhancing two-way 

communication with candidates so it does not lose personal touch.  

2. Redesign Work 

The advancement of technology leads to the creation of new roles that previously not existed 

(Wilson and Daugherty, 2018). It allows human to be ‘re-skilled’ and ‘up-skilled’ for the more 

strategic roles including those in HR and recruiting roles (Michailidis, 2018). It leads to the 

opportunities of redesigning work to adapt with the change. Human recruiters’ role in R&S process 

shift from administrative roles into more value-added roles (Wilson and Daugherty, 2018). It 

means that people should learn to delegate tasks to the technology while human should assist the 

machine to produce maximum outcomes. It is emphasized that the emergent of AI means the 

emergent of new roles. It also infers that AI technology is not supposed to replace human, but it 

forces humans to upgrade their capabilities into more critical roles. 

“They try to adopt with technology trends, when you have new solution, there must be new roles. 

We didn’t have in HR working with data analysis, now we have people working in data analysis. 

We didn’t have people working agile methodology, now we have agile implemented in HR” 

(Interviewee 1) 

Besides, there are also opportunities that the work design can be transformed by “…change the 

amount we work with the autonomous to valuable tasks to our managers” (Interviewee 4). By 

having AI to free up administrative time, it enables recruiters to focus on more strategic roles. 

The theme of redesign work is related to the collaboration between human and AI where humans 

assist the machine and vice versa (Wilson and Daugherty, 2018). It sounds like a good idea to fully 

automate the R&S process because of its benefits in operational and efficiency. However, as a 

system, AI is unable to stand alone because “AI is fed with data all the time […] We would 

probably need to feed the AI, different scenario trying to help out what the algorithm is supposed 

to be” (Interviewee 4). Therefore, having the right mix between human and AI is regarded as the 

solution that can optimize the outcomes as referred to “I think it is partially (AI implementation) 

where we can be more effective because we are human we can put our energy and our skill where 

we add value or use AI where AI can add value. So, the success is the right mix of AI and HR” 

(Interviewee 8). The systems may fit the best in the supporting selection process while humans are 
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responsible for the decision maker (Altemeyer, 2019) or to aid advisory roles (Parry and Tyson, 

2011). 

Operations 

According to Slack et al. (2015), operations are composed of several processes comprising 

resources and activities that are arranged to produce goods and service in order to create customer 

value. In this study, operations refer to the recruitment process which consists of attracting and 

acquiring qualified individuals both from external and internal to fill the available job position. 

The recruitment consists of several processes from job advertising, screening, selection, and 

offering. In operations, there are several objectives that measure operations performance objectives 

in flexibility, speed, cost, dependability, and quality (Slack et al., 2015). In the human resources 

field, operations performance is largely recognized with efficiency and cost reduction by 

accelerating processes, reducing staff, and eliminating administrative works (Parry and Tyson, 

2011). Additionally, the access to available information would provide data support for decision 

making and improve service delivery (ibid). Therefore, four themes are concluded based on results 

from interviews: 1) Speed and efficiency, 2) Dependability and Quality, 3) Decision making, and 

4) Service delivery.  

1. Speed and Efficiency 

The inference of speed and efficiency comes from the 8 interviewees who emphasize the 

bottleneck in talent acquisition in terms of time consuming and/or large amount of applications 

depending on seniority level, “The more senior the role, the less applications received. The more 

junior the role, the more applications received”. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate the number 

of CVs that recruiters normally take care of. However, recruitment is about the funnel and how it 

is narrowed down into the smaller pool filled with best candidates. Speed is related with the time 

needed in each recruitment process as well as the entire time-to-hire. Most companies agreed that 

speed is crucial to ensure that they would not lose the best candidates over the competitors. 

“Screening is the most time consuming […] There is a funnel, so you have lots of candidates 

coming into the funnels from the top. So, you have the wider funnels and then you gradually make 

the funnel tighter and then you have one final candidates in the end. If you have spent a lot of time 

on top of funnel that multiply in more of time […] Since we talk about AI, we could have 

opportunity to make AI any other simple tool, automatically reject those, reduce some of the time 

needed for screening.” (Interviewee 4) 

In addition, the use of AI is expected to contribute to releasing staff from manual and 

administrative tasks as cited from Interviewee 1,”We used to need more people working manually, 

now we need less people working manually especially in screening”. In other words, AI in 

recruiting could lead to efficiency from cost reduction by reducing personnel. Therefore, it 

concludes speed and efficiency as the first theme for process dimension. 
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2. Dependability and Quality  

According to (Slack et al., 2015), quality refers to delivering error-free products and services which 

are ‘fit for their purpose’. If it is adapted to the context of talent acquisition, then quality refers to 

finding out the right candidates who are fit with the job profile and employers’ requirement. To 

generate high quality employees from talent acquisition, the system should be dependable which 

refers to reliable assessment. It is emphasized that the assessment should be objective and “…that 

you have a very solid argument behind the reason why not to proceeding with the rest of 

candidates” (Interviewee 1). One concern also hinders the objective assessment is the tendency of 

unconscious bias by human recruiters which potentially drives the candidates out from evaluation 

without objectively assessed based on competences. 

“What the selection is based on that, maybe some kind of testing, going with the interview with the 

robot, I think whatever support that takes away the human factors’ stereotypes, that kind of, AI can 

be better than human to focus on core competences.” (Interviewee 2) 

However, the challenge to achieve dependability and quality in talent acquisition is also coming 

from the input derived from the job applicants for example CV and cover letter. The interviewee 

2 would argue that “the biggest challenge is that for recruitment is really difficult in terms of 

getting the CV as a base on taking a decision who of these 100 or 20 applications would do the 

job the best”. The reason is that CV may not be built based on an objective evaluation or that CV 

does not imply a good quality content to show professional background. Another concern is 

because of the poor quality of CV submitted, for instance, by not having relevant information. 

Consequently, following the principle of “garbage in garbage out”, the limitation of CV may result 

in poor assessment and affect the final decision making. 

3. Support on Decision Making 

The effective use of AI will provide insights and support for the recruiters and the hiring managers 

in the decision making. Decision making is one of the characteristics in business processes that 

firms seek to improve especially with the help of AI-based systems (Wilson and Daugherty, 2018). 

This is confirmed by the Interviewee 1, “We are in the discussions to what extent we can use 

chatbot to support us making the right decision”. However, as most of the interviewees have not 

used AI for screening and selection, there are other tools that are perceived effective to assist them 

in decision making such as competence-based questionnaires, personality test, cognitive test, and 

other available tests that are relevant with firms’ needs. The availability of tools to support decision 

making is basically to ensure that the assessment works objectively to select the best qualified 

candidates. 

“In order to focus objective, focus on requirement profile, and work strictly in competency based, 

in the best case scenario you have job profile where you can screening use question.” (Interviewee 

8) 
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During the selection procedure, competence-based recruitment is the most common framework 

that is used to assess candidates in order to not be influenced by unconscious bias. Besides, the use 

of competence questions in the early stage of recruitment also assists recruiters in decision making 

as “we use competence-based question for position to actually increase validity of recruitment to 

be able to compare between candidates which are the most suitable for the position” (Interviewee 

7). The use of tools and frameworks that enhance assessment is useful to augment human decision 

making that are prone to bias. It allows the assessment to focus on criteria relevant with job position 

and ignores irrelevant criteria such as genders, race, and ages. The competence commonly covers 

education, experience, skills, and other characteristics based on employers’ requirements.  

4. Service Delivery 

Improving service delivery means improving services within the HRM systems so the hiring 

managers are able to perform HR tasks by themselves with the support of easy access and accurate 

available information (Parry and Tyson, 2011). In this study, the improvement of service delivery 

is supported by the easy systems, tools, and process that are easy to use by the hiring managers. 

“That’s why it is very important to have simple tools. We have recruitment system that has been 

ancient, we change to the more modern solution. Now managers have lot less to do when it comes 

to recruitment. If you have 100 applications and the tools is difficult, then it will add more time.” 

(Interviewee 4) 

Improving service delivery is analogous with dependability as the operations’ performance 

objective. Dependability is defined as “keeping the delivery promises” by doing this based on 

planning and schedule (Slack, 2015). With the support of established systems that are user friendly, 

it enables the improvement of service delivery in the context of talent acquisition. As stated by 

Interviewee 3, “It takes a lot of time, and we have a challenge to wrap it up, so we take it 6 weeks, 

if you are good then it is 4-5 weeks. But that needs good collaboration and good project plan with 

the hiring managers”. 

People  

When it comes to people, it refers to the relationship context built by humans. Hence, it is adapted 

from the notion of relational e-recruitment by (Girard and Fallery, 2011) which refers to the 

development of applicants relationship through better feedback, status update on the process, the 

personalization of messages, and social network sites. In this study, relations aspects of AI in talent 

acquisition discusses three main themes that are concluded from data collection namely candidate 

engagement and social presence. 

1. Candidate Engagement 

Candidate engagement is one measure that determines the usability and acceptance of certain 

technology-based recruitment (van Esch and Black, 2019). Based on the data collection, the 

importance of personalized feedback is emphasized as “after the candidates doing interview here 
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at the office, it is super important to take the time to give a call and give feedback, and not just 

send email, because they have invested their time and they deserve to have personal feedback” 

(Interviewee 3). The consistent engagement with candidates should be maintained as potential 

candidates might lose interests as they do not hear any updates from the recruiters because it may 

take one or more weeks for recruiters to start screening process (Upadhyay and Khandelwal, 2018). 

“Interaction is important because we need continuous update where they are in the process, also we 

try to at least as much feedback as possible when they are not moving forward with the process 

[…]You have to see that, the candidates applying in (company name), they are also the customers. 

If they have the best possible experience even if they don’t move on in certain roles, they still will 

go on buy with us and see [company name] as a partner, instead of, we don’t want people feel that 

we are not interacting with them.” (Interviewee 10) 

In other words, interactions with candidates should be done throughout the entire recruitment and 

selection process as it would let the employers remain in the top of candidates’ mind. The degree 

of candidate engagement would then determine the likelihood of job acceptance by candidates. 

Otherwise, ignoring the importance of candidate engagement would risk losing talented candidates 

over other companies. 

2. Social Presence 

The concept of social presence is frequently discussed in the literature of online environment 

which refers to the person-to-person consciousness in an intermediated setting and influences to 

the online users communications (Tu, 2002). In the R&S context, social presence discusses the 

importance of person-to-person interactions, “You do need to meet the person in some stages” 

(Interviewee 6) because it enhances the candidates’ evaluation through personal communication 

as “the personal communication is very important to do the evaluation of the candidates” 

(Interviewee 5). The personal touch is emphasized in the context of recruitment and selection 

because “Recruitment is also building trust, building relationship that you want to come and work 

for us” (Interviewee 2). Besides, the physical meeting between employers and candidates is 

considered needed because interaction is the foundation of working together. 

”If the managers who have the resource need to fulfill a position with a human in his/her team, it 

would not be good if he can’t meet with the candidates, from both perspectives, it can’t replace the 

whole recruitment process. It is about people, it is about organization, we need to work together 

and the interaction is super important.” (Interviewee 3) 

This is the beneficial stage for both the employers and the candidates to assess each other and to 

exchange information that robots cannot take over because it requires human judgement such as 

interpersonal skills, team dynamic characteristics, and culture fit as “It is hard to describe culture 

with the words. It is in the walls. And when we are meeting with the people” (Interviewee 3). The 

physical meeting allows candidates to get to know the persons they will work with and vice versa. 

This is also the opportunity for candidates and the recruiters to assess culture fit of each other 
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which is difficult to convey with non-physical meeting. In addition, the interviewees also believe 

that human is better than machine to judge the persons’ character related to team dynamic as stated 

by Interviewee 1: “There is always been human factors needed in the judgment phase, because I 

think machine just can’t cover everything 100%, there is always kind of margin error. Sometimes 

you need to understand the dynamic between team people, team members, and meet people in 

person”. 

4.1.3. Main Findings in Recruitment 

To begin with, it is worth mentioning that most of the firms interviewed in this study have an 

overall similar process in the end-to-end recruitment process with no to small AI implementation. 

Most companies claim to not yet implement AI in their own recruitment while there is a certain 

degree of AI in the process of sourcing candidates through predictive tools embedded platforms 

such as LinkedIn to actively search talents from virtual sources. According to the interviews, most 

of the participants agree that AI can be helpful in the initial phases of recruitment such as sourcing 

and screening of candidates while human roles remain crucial in the interview stages due to the 

aspect of relationships.  

Screening Process in General Recruitment 

According to the interviews, it can be inferred that there are differences in performing the process 

of candidate screening which is the stage after applicants submit the job applications. To explain 

this finding systematically, it has been labelled in Figure 7 the differences of steps taken by 

different companies. 

 

Figure 7. Findings in Recruitment Process based on Interviews 

 Step 1 – Pre-screening Questions 

There are three different approaches in how companies evaluate candidates in the pre-screening 

stage. The first approach, when the applicants submit the application, they are requested to 

complete the assessment such as personality tests or cognitive ability test. The assessment tests are 
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used to identify favorable applicants that match with acceptance criteria. These candidates then 

proceed to the manual CV screening. Those who are qualified through manual CV screening 

advance further to either a phone interview or the first formal face-to-face interview. The second 

approach is largely similar with the first approach. However, it uses knockout questions instead 

of personality tests. Knockout questions include requirements such as year of work experience, 

skills and certificates required, and other competences where the applicants usually answer with 

“Yes” or “No”. The third approach includes companies that do not request applicants to complete 

any prior assessment. The applicants simply submit the applications and are notified to wait for 

decision to advance to the next step. The recruiters start directly with manual CV screening. 

Personality tests are normally utilized for high-stakes selection settings to predict candidate’ job 

performance (Morgeson et al., 2007). While, knockout questionnaires include questions about 

skills and experience required for the position that are designed to reject candidates who cannot 

perform the job (Hourigan, 2004). The essence of both question types is to narrow down the 

volume of applications, filter it based on the profiles needed, and shortlist the best qualified 

candidates to be chosen for the next steps in the selection process. There are also companies that 

skip the initial automatic screening and proceed immediately to CV analysis.  

 Step 2a – Manual CV Screening 

As shown in figure 7, there are differences in how the applicants are filtered and shortlisted in the 

pre-screening stage. Commonly, pre-screening questions are used to narrow down the applicant 

pool into more manageable numbers to proceed with manual CV screening. In other words, there 

are applicants who are not evaluated based on their CV because they fail in the pre-screening stage 

(e.g. personality test, knockout questions). However, there are also companies who do not apply 

pre-screening questions and proceed immediately. One of the reasons companies prefer immediate 

manual administration is to capture all potential candidates, keep control of the process and not 

lose potential hires due to deselection. This approach is typical for low to medium amounts of 

applicants where workload and opportunity cost are within acceptable limits. When manual CV 

screening is done, there are typically two following actions: 1) phone pre-interview, or 2) 

immediately shortlist candidates who will proceed to the next stage. 

 Step 2b – Phone Pre-Interview 

Phone pre-interview is done to get more in-depth understanding about the applicants. This stage is 

mainly to clarify information written in the CV. For instance, if the job requires 5 years of work 

experience while the job applicant only has 3 years of work experience, the recruiters can ask 

further about, for instance, other relevant experience or other supporting information that can help 

recruiters in making decisions. Additionally, recruiters can ask other questions related to the 

applicant's expectation on the company such as salary, work pace, or if the applicant wants to know 

some other information about the company. Based on the evaluation from the phone pre-interview, 

recruiters decide whether or not to proceed this applicant to the next stage. 
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 Step 3 – Rank or Shortlist Candidates 

The third step is basically the stage where the recruiters have final decision on which applicants to 

proceed based on evaluation in step 1, step 2a, and/or step 2b. 

From the general recruiting practices, there are some limitations perceived by the participants. 

Firstly, the limitations that exist in the CV as the basis of measurement in competences. The 

concern is largely put in the quality of content. The quality of content refers to the honesty in 

showcasing the competences in the CV as “[…] a lot of people writing in the CV is not true” 

(Interviewee 2). One way to deal with this challenge is to deploy assessment such as personality 

tests or other types of screening tests. Additionally, CV should be easily readable (Furtmueller et 

al., 2011). However, according to interviewees, there might be a misinterpretation when CV is 

difficult to understand as mentioned by Interviewee 8: 

“I think the main challenges that the candidates don’t express the experience in the right way in the 

CV, so you get the wrong idea about the right person, or we as the recruiters misunderstand the 

CV, misinterpret. Candidates interpret their experience into the CV, we interpret the CV into the 

experience. […] Misinterpretation from both sides.”  

The second concern is the risks of humans’ bias. Although resumes hold a substantial role as the 

source of candidates’ information, it turns out that resumes are susceptible to cognitive bias 

(Derous et al., 2015). The hiring decisions could be influenced by a mental model about the 

jobholders’ attributes that are unconsciously developed by decision makers (King et al., 2006). 

With the limitation of information in one or two pages in CV, job candidates are judged based on 

assessor’s category-based stereotypes (Derous et al., 2015). One important thing to avoid bias is 

to be aware of bias because implicit discrimination may be unintentional and outside of the 

assessor’s awareness (Rooth, 2010). This is also referring to Interviewee 3, “We aware of bias, 

reducing them, when we get away from CVs, then that will help a lot. Awareness of bias the first 

step we have to work with”. Besides, focusing on competences helps recruiters to assess candidates 

based on job relevant requirements, “Competence-based recruitment. That’s the matter to reduce 

subjective things, follow the job profile through the whole process.” (Interviewee 5). By using 

competences, the recruiters could focus on tasks cues rather than social cues by requiring recruiters 

to rate applicants based on pre-established job relevant dimensions (Rooth, 2010). 

In response to the concerns mentioned above, recruiters hence use additional assessments or phone 

interviews to provide them more basis for decision making. Another alternative is to use AI or 

chatbot which can be used for automation or to remove human bias especially when the company 

should deal with a large amount of applications. 

With the right campaign, you can use chatbot to find the right candidates to your application pool. 

If we use online test, it is automatization in one way and that you put that in recruitment process, 

you can take advantages when there is a lot of applications coming in for example trainee program 

(Interviewee 7). 
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Face-to-Face Interview 

Most of the interviewees would not consider using AI to perform interview on behalf of recruiters. 

I think that the chatbot could never really replace the human being, that’s how I perceive it. I think 

it is good to use initially in the process. It is about the sense of ability to meet up someone. That in 

my view could not be replaced by AI (Interviewee 7). 

Delegating AI to perform interview would be impersonal as it inhibits personal touch and create 

the absence of social interactions. The human contacts in the stage of interview is irreplaceable 

because “most people into knowing the people that they will meet at work. What are you expecting 

as a manager, and what my expectation on you. Better to do in person” (Interviewee 2). In 

addition, applicants perceived that face-to-face interviews are more fair and that they are more 

likely to accept job offer compared to the interviews conducted by phone or videoconferencing 

(Chapman et al., 2003). 

Recruitment is about finding good fit between applicants with their future colleagues. This is 

important because of the high emphasis on individual’s ability to contribute to a more cohesive 

and effective work units (Werbel and Johnson, 2001). By having face-to-face meeting with the 

future team, both the job applicant and the team can manage their expectation on each other and 

the upcoming arrangement as mentioned by Interviewee 11, “[…] next step we invite them for 

technical meeting with the team to discuss the solutions and things like that, the team share on 

how they work in daily basis. It is basis to go deep in technical discussion”. It refers to the 

assessment of team dynamic capabilities of an individual which may not be accurately evaluated 

by AI. Therefore, face-to-face meeting is perceived to be more appropriate than AI when it comes 

to evaluating person-group fit. It aims to identify the person-group fit in terms of goals, values, 

and working climates (Kristof-Brown and Guay, 2011).  

Additionally, the person-organization fit has been long studied in relation to its positive correlation 

with organizational commitment and job satisfaction (e.g. O’Reilly et al., 1991; Vandenberghe, 

1999). Therefore, recruitment is an important stage to assess job candidates who can be a good fit 

with organization’s culture especially through face-to-face meeting because “It is hard to describe 

culture with the words. It is in the walls and when we are meeting with the people” (Interviewee 

3). When the early stage focuses on finding the right talent with the right competences, the 

interview stage emphasis on verifying the competences as well as assessing the candidates’ fit with 

organization’s value.  

The personalization experience can be enhanced with personal feedback about the candidates’ 

evaluation as mentioned by Interviewee 3 that “after the candidates doing interview here at the 

office, it is super important to take the time to give a call and give feedback, and not just send 

email, because they have invested their time and they deserve to have personal feedback”. While, 

the level of personal touch in screening stage may differ between companies. For those who view 

that screening stage should be more personalized, then AI opens opportunity to personalization 
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with its two way communication style. This is confirmed by the study that personalization can be 

represented in personalizing the status updates, feedback, and messages related to the progress of 

recruitment (Girard and Fallery, 2011).  

In addition, this study views that job candidates are simultaneously potential customers who will 

purchase companies’ product or services. Similar view is expressed by Interviewee 10,  

“You have to see that, the candidates applying in [company name], they are also the customers. If 

they have the best possible experience even if they don’t move on in certain roles, they still will go 

on buy with us and see us as a partner, instead of, we don’t want people feel that we are not 

interacting with them. They apply because most likely they like us as a company”. 

To identify the orientation, it depends on how a firm views their recruitment practices as cited by 

Interviewee 9, “it depends on how you look the recruitment in the company. If you look it as 

transactional and mechanical, I don’t say it is wrong, then the machine may replace that”. The 

use of technology in interview stage may be regarded as more transaction-based instead of 

relationship-based recruitment (Stone et al., 2015). Result of several studies on applicants’ 

acceptance concluded that face-to-face interview is more favorable than telephone, 

videoconference, and IVR system (Stone et al., 2013). It may be the similar case with the AI 

asynchronous video interview which is known as one side interview. This concern is similar with 

the limitations posed by e-recruiting which is associated as impersonal due to one way 

communication hence create artificial distance between candidates and employers (Stone et al., 

2015). 

4.2. Secondary Data from Hubert.ai 

Hubert.ai is a startup in Uppsala that works extensively with artificial intelligence especially with 

chatbot as its core product that are currently mainly focused for the use of surveys in education 

and business. In this study, the application discussed is the system used for recruitment focusing 

on the screening stage as illustrated in Figure 8. It is mainly supported with the use of natural 

language processing (NLP). It starts with parsing documents (i.e. CV and cover letter) that are 

submitted by applicants and extracting the information about education, experience, skills, 

training, and so forth. Appendix B shows example of interface of parsing results. The candidates 

have chances to review and supplement any missing information that was not automatically 

extracted. The data retrieved from these documents is compared and matched to the job description 

in the job advertisement. Additionally, such systems utilize a chatbot to perform an automatic short 

job interview to add information and fill gaps identified in the CV analysis as well as solve mini 

cases demonstrating domain knowledge. Furthermore, assessment tests such as personality or 

logical tests can be included and are automatically administered and analyzed. The automatic 

system assesses eligibility and ranks the candidates based on the qualifications needed by 

employers. The results retrieved are used by recruiters as the basis of decision making to select 

candidates to proceed to the next recruitment stage.  
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Figure 8. Process Flowchart for AI in Recruitment (Source: Hubert.ai) 

 

4.2.1. Resume Screening Tool 

According to the application by Hubert.ai, it starts with AI-based resume screening system. This 

is the phase after the applicants submit the document for job application which involves matching 

process between the curricula vitae and job description as shown in Figure 9. It extracts, compares, 

and matches information stated in CV and job description. Competences are resembled in criteria 

which refers to education and work experience (Furtmueller et al., 2011).  

 

Figure 9. Resume Screening with AI (Source: Hubert.ai) 

With the use of AI, the resume screening tool can recognize the minimum requirements that the 

employers are seeking, match with the candidates’ qualification, and identify the qualifying 

candidates to proceed to the next step in screening process (Lindén, 2020). The underlying process 

of this process is called parsing where it breaks things down into different components and analyze 

these components subsequently (ibid). As it involves NLP, parsing results can be generated with 

lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, and semantic analysis (Sanyal et al., 2017). The underlying 

methods used are to remove complexity and increase speed (ibid) which works towards efficiency. 

With the concern of lengthy hiring process, the automation of resume screening tool can shorten 
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hiring cycle thus making employers able to immediately engage with candidates and ultimately 

increasing job acceptance from the best applicants (Chapman and Webster, 2003). The faster 

engagement with candidates is crucial as delays in hiring could lead to early withdrawal from 

potential candidates (Murray, 1999; Rynes et al., 1991). 

4.2.2. Chatbot Screening Interview 

In addition to screening the CV, there is a need to complement candidates’ evaluation through 

additional assessment such as personality tests, cognitive test, and so forth. In other case, making 

phone calls or sending email needs to be performed to get clarity on candidates’ competences. 

Additionally, the risks of unconscious bias are possibly remained exist because of the human 

nature in having stereotypes. These efforts in dealing with the complexity of CV screening may 

extend time-to-hire as it requires additional process. Therefore, there are opportunities to embed 

solutions within screening process. Chatbot can be implemented to offer solution that complement 

the process where the recruiters currently should do when dealing with the challenges in the 

screening stage as presented in Figure 10. The example of the chat user interface can be found in 

Appendix C. 

 
Figure 10. Chatbot Screening Interview 

After the intelligent system complete the parsing and matching between candidates’ CV and job 

description, the system able to recognize the gap of requirements needed by the employers. It then 

automates the conversation with the applicants through chatbot to get clarification on the gap. For 

instance, the job position requires a candidate to have minimum 5 years of experience while the 

candidate only have 3 years of experience. Another example is when the job position requires the 

candidate to own driving license while the candidate does not have one. Knockout questions have 

been largely used in recruiting practices for long time and it seems that some of interviewees find 

it helpful. Adding chatbot to perform this tasks may replace traditional system but may raise 

questions on its value because it may be just a substitute for knockout questions. Therefore, chatbot 

can improve this process by asking open ended questions instead of automatically reject the 

applications when it is answered ‘no’. For instance, when the applicants did not fulfill the 

minimum years of work experience or education, chatbot can ask open ended questions to 

understand more about them. It can minimize the likelihood of discarding the potential candidates 

due to deselection. Another example is when applicants claim that they have ability in certain 
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language for instance Spanish. Chatbot can validate it with asking them open ended questions in 

Spanish. The applicants may switch the tab to the translator web. However, in the case of Hubert.ai, 

the system recognizes it when the applicants switch the tab and the system also records the time 

spent by applicants to answer each question. This type of asking open ended question to clarify 

the gap found is analogous of phone screening interview hence it may complement or substitute 

the phone interview process. 

The chatbot can also be a tool that facilitate the assessment such as personality test or logical tests. 

The difference between the common tests is that it is streamlined into one system and the results 

from all stages can be seen in one dashboard. Additionally, the chatbot can ask candidates to solve 

mini cases or questions related to the domain of knowledge that relevant with the job. Another 

question can be used to get more detail information on candidates’ psychology to identify how 

potential candidate may behave in the future and how well such behavior fits with employer’s 

culture.  

Example of questions: 

 “Describe a situation when you promised to deliver on time but couldn’t. What happened 

and how did you solve the problem?” 

 “How would others describe you as part of a team?” 

With the feature of different types of tests, chatbot can act as the extension or replacement for 

traditional process of proceeding the tests. Combined with the result of resume parsing, the system 

ranks the job candidates based on overall evaluation and assist the recruiters making decision. 

In the case of resume screening tool and chatbot interview by Hubert.ai, the automation is 

supported by NLP which is used to translate written text into data to feed machine learning 

algorithm. The algorithm is used to look for certain keywords and phrases that relevant between 

job applicants and job requirements for instance in its resume screening tool. For the chatbot 

interview, the underlying process is to figure out three criteria from the candidates’ answers during 

pre-screening interview via chatbot. The first criteria, the algorithms seek to identify candidates’ 

general interest from their response. The second criteria, the algorithms analyze the language 

coherent according to candidates’ response. The third criteria, the algorithms check and analyze 

the relevancy between what candidates respond to answer the case or questions with the domain 

knowledge. These three criteria are then used as the basis to rank the candidates.  
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5. Discussion 

This chapter aims to discuss main findings in each final dimension related to the limitation on 

human and AI. Then, to address this limitation, this study proposes to develop relationship between 

aggregate dimensions. The relationship drawn aims to answer the second sub research question: 

“How the impacted dimensions in the recruitment and selection process shape an organization's 

orientation to AI recruitment?”. It starts with discussion on each dimension, followed by 

implications in theory, practice, and ethics. 

 

5.1. Discussion on Main Findings 

5.1.1. Operations 

According to Slack et al. (2015), the design of process flow in operations consists of input, process, 

and output. It is relevant with Paschen et al. (2019) who proposes building blocks in AI which is 

mainly classified in the similar flow of input-process-output. This approach allows in-depth 

analysis by breaking down the recruitment model into input-process-output and to contrast 

between recruiting model derived from data collection with AI recruiting model (see Figure 11). 

 
Figure 11. Comparative Analysis of Screening in Operations Perspective 
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General recruitment. Input: From the interviews, one challenge that mainly happens in 

recruitment is the CV, a basic document that is usually required in applying for jobs. As discussed 

in the previous chapter, CV poses some limitations that become insufficient source for decision 

making. Beside the large amount of CV that should be analyzed, there are other concerns related 

to CV such as trustworthiness and the content quality of the document. Trustworthiness refers to 

the actual representation between what is written in the CV with the reality (e.g. competences). 

Content quality refers to adequate relevant information related to the job positions such as relevant 

experience, education, skills, and other supporting information. As a result, it may lead to 

skepticism on CV as a reliable input for decision making. Some companies solely use CV to assess 

applicants, while some other companies use additional assessments to predict applicants’ 

performance (e.g. personality tests, cognitive tests) and it depends on role complexities. Some 

roles do not require a personality test, while some other roles do. The use of additional assessment 

is primarily to encounter limitations on CV. Process: To accommodate the process, resources are 

needed which can refer to human recruiters or supporting tools to evaluate candidates. According 

to data collection, competency-based framework is used for recruiters to be objective by focusing 

on job related competences and simultaneously being aware of bias to avoid irrelevant judgement. 

The decision is made by humans based on CV and additional assessment. To ensure the objectivity 

of evaluation, recruiters ensure to evaluate job applications in accordance with relevant 

competences. Some companies use phone interviews to support their decision making. Output: 

With the mentioned input and process, the final decision is made and the selected candidates move 

to the next stage of interview. The quality of decision making depends on the dependability and 

quality of the input and the process. 

AI in recruiting. Input: In the case of Hubert.ai, the input refers to CV and job description 

(provided by recruiters). These inputs are then used as sources for the process stage. Process: The 

evaluation process is performed by algorithm to parse and match relevant keywords and phrases 

from the CV that are related to job description. With this approach, it is expected that the 

assessment is free from humans’ bias. The analysis of inputs is used as the basis for chatbot 

interviews to clarify requirement gaps. Additionally, chatbot can also perform the improved 

version of knockout questions. Instead of having merely ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ questions, the chatbot asks 

open-ended questions to get more clarification from job seekers. There are additional assessments 

to complement the evaluations such as mini cases, personality tests, and cognitive tests. This is all 

done in one chatbot platform. The decision is collaboratively made by humans and AI. Output: 

The output of AI is the recommendation on shortlisted candidates and humans have control to 

accept or reject the advice. When humans reject or accept, it simultaneously teaches AI algorithms 

to learn and improve future decision making. Simultaneously, the recommendation and insights 

from the machine can be used as the material for the interview stage hence making it more data 

driven assessment. 

This study attempts to breakdown the operations of recruitment into input-process-output in order 

to understand the configuration of resources and activities occur in recruitment. By following 
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‘garbage-in, garbage-out’ rules, it can be inferred that the quality of output depends on the quality 

of input and output. In terms of input, curricula vitae or resume has become the common tool that 

job seekers use to showcase their competences and become a basis for recruiters to evaluate the 

candidates’ suitability to proceed for the next stage (Furtmueller et al., 2011). The submission of 

resume lead to the typical first stage of recruitment of screening process that determines the quality 

and the job chances of applicants (Derous et al., 2017).  

When it is seen from the model of input-transformation-output by Slack et al. (2015), there is 

another input that is the ones who “do the transforming”: people and facilities (e.g. technology). 

In the two recruitment models above, it is obvious that the difference is the absence or the presence 

of AI to complement humans in transforming activity. With the risks of input and process 

mentioned above, this study envisions that AI can be an alternative to mitigate the risks by 

removing human bias from the screening process. The process of human evaluation can be 

replaced by the use of AI algorithms to parse and analyze keywords and phrases written in CV to 

match with the job description by ignoring irrelevant information such as gender, race, and ages. 

As a result, it opens opportunities for the recruitment to generate more diverse qualified talents for 

the company. Additionally, having AI in the early stage of recruitment can support the rest of the 

recruitment stage to be more data driven. The output derived from the applicant's response in the 

AI system, can be used as the input for the interview stage for instance. Therefore, the assessment 

can be well guided through the use of data. However, AI also posits some limitations that are 

further discussed in the next sub chapter. 

5.1.2. Technology 

The concerns related to technical limitation of AI is perceived by the majority of interviewees. The 

most common issues are related to accuracy and impersonal. This study views that one way to 

improve AI performance is through continuous algorithm learning. Therefore, it depends on 

supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforced learning that are applied to the AI 

system (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2019). On the other hand, this study reflects AI technology from 

the study by Huang and Rust (2018) about four types of intelligence of AI job replacement theory: 

mechanical, analytical, intuitive, and empathetic. Reflecting from this phenomenon, automation 

can be classified in the mechanical intelligence because it has the capabilities to automatically 

perform routine and repetitive tasks (ibid). In the context of recruitment process, it is relevant in 

the case where automation take over administrative tasks for instance when it deals with large 

amount of applications. However, automation can be classified as the analytical intelligence when 

the machines are capable to assist humans’ recruiters in analytical skills such as decision making. 

Analytical intelligence is the capabilities to learn and adapt based on data with logical, analytical, 

and rule-based learning (Huang and Rust, 2018). In the case of AI-based resume screening, 

algorithm learning is used to match requirements between job candidates and job description. In 

other words, it refers to mechanical and analytical intelligence level when it comes to AI-based 

screening tool as seen in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Mechanical and Analytical Intelligence in AI-based Screening 

This is especially important when there is a need to screen a large number of applications, for 

instance, around 2 million resumes for 5,000 positions in L’Oreal (Black and van Esch, 2020). It 

is aligned with the process technology that is applied based on different volume-variety 

combinations (Slack et al., 2015) as illustrated in Figure 13. For recruiting in the screening stage, 

it can be considered a high volume-low variety because it deals with large amounts of applications 

while it is not required to customize different applicants. The evaluation is to match relevant 

competences with job description and therefore this is something that does not require high variety 

because it should be the same parameters for all applicants in the same job position. The relevant 

process technology for this context is the use of automation. By having mechanical and analytical 

intelligence, AI can be helpful not only to streamline repetitive tasks, but also to simultaneously 

performing analytical skills. Having humans to screen large numbers of CVs may not be advisable 

because it is obviously time consuming and may lead to particular human fatigue that subsequently 

threatens the quality of assessment. The time that was traditionally used to screen CVs can be 

converted into more valuable tasks. In addition, machines can assist to efficiently screen the 

documents while picking up only the relevant competences with job description which enhance 

the quality of screening. 
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Figure 13. Process Technology based on Volume-Variety Combination (Slack et al., 2015) 

For the scope of this study, the intuitive and empathetic intelligence may not be relevant. Both 

intelligences are more ‘human’ and harder to develop compared to mechanical and analytical 

intelligence (Huang & Rust, 2018; Canhoto and Clear, 2020). While, in the context of recruitment, 

it is about human-to-human arrangement. Even though AI reaches the desired level of human 

intelligence, this is still about human work for humans. When the final candidates are entirely 

chosen by AI and it turns out that the talents are not performing, then who will be responsible for 

this decision? Therefore, this study views that humans’ roles are still needed especially to enhance 

relationships during the interview stage. In human interactions, recruiters can also assess criteria 

that cannot be assessed by AI. 

5.1.3. People and Relationship 

When the screening process has been done and have eliminated 50%-80% of the candidates, the 

applicants’ pool can be narrowed down further with AI-based assessment such as gamifications or 

video-based interview (Black and van Esch, 2020). The use of video interview is associated as the 

solutions for costly face-to-face interview includes stakeholders involved in interview from 

professional recruiters, hiring managers, until upper level managers (Guchait et al., 2014). More 

assistance with the AI video interview is to analyze candidates’ response in terms of content, word 

choices, tone of voice, and micro facial movements to associate it with the company’s successful 

employee (Black and van Esch, 2020). However, most of the interviewees would not consider 

using AI to perform interview on behalf of employers. The concerns are mainly that there are 

dimensions that cannot be evaluated by AI and can only be assessed by humans especially when 

it is about assessment on person-organization fit (O’Reilly et al., 1991). Person-organization fit 

has been long studied in relation to its positive correlation with organizational commitment and 

job satisfaction (e.g. O’Reilly et al., 1991; Vandenberghe, 1999). Hence, the right talents are those 
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who have the required competencies and whose value profile is compatible with organizational 

culture (McGinty and Reitsch, 1992). When the early stage focuses on finding the right talent with 

the right competences, the interview stage emphasizes on verifying the competences as well as 

assessing the candidates’ fit with the organization's value.  

A report by Charmichael Fisher suggested that irrespective of AI level in any recruitment stage, 

face-to-face meetings remain substantial in twofold (Wright and Atkinson, 2019). Firstly, it allows 

the recruiter to identify whether the candidate is indeed a good fit as the algorithms have advised. 

Secondly, it allows candidates to explore the office environment and meet with future colleagues 

to assess if it fits with the candidate's expectation. To conclude, the face-to-face interview is a 

stage where both employer and candidate can assess suitability and expectation towards one 

another. 

Recruitment is a human-to-human game hence all interviewees agree that human interaction is 

deemed to be important. However, the level of human interaction may differ from one stage to the 

other as illustrated in Figure 14. Therefore, the interaction dimension should be put in the right 

context according to the recruitment stage. For instance, the level of personal touch in screening 

stage may be lesser than it does in the interview stage. The higher level of personal touch especially 

in the stage of face-to-face interview allows impression that employers cares about candidates 

while electronic interviews drive impression that firms are concerned more on the efficiency 

(Stone-Romero, Stone, & Hyatt, 2003; in Stone et al., 2013).  

 
Figure 14. Relationship Stage 

5.1.4. Summary of Discussion 

Based on the data collection and discussion above, it can be concluded that AI implementation in 

recruitment can shape firms’ orientation in recruitment practices by managing resources and 

activities in process sequences as presented in Figure 15: AI in screening stage and face-to-face 

meeting in interview stage. On one hand, AI is perceived to be impersonal hence creating 

skepticism about its effectiveness in recruitment. However, reflecting to the typical screening 

stage, it deals extensively with administrative tasks such as screening documents and performing 

assessment tests. The screening process can be a tedious procedure and can be a long procedure 

(Nawaz and Gomez, 2019) and even more challenging when the employer has to deal with large 

amounts of applications while should focus on the competences simultaneously. Therefore, it 

seems that efficiency is far more crucial than the need of personal touch for the screening stage. 
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Thus, it is practical to have artificial intelligence to help recruiters’ job in a more efficient way 

while having personal touch, even though limited, through chatbot. The more emphasis of a 

relationship can be performed during the interview stage. Although participants are open to any 

innovation for recruitment, person-to-person interaction is deemed to remain an important aspect 

in recruitment because it is about working with people and building relationships. Therefore, 

despite technological advancement, the relationship aspect has equal importance with the 

efficiency goal. 

 
Figure 15. Summary of Dimension Implication 
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5.2. Implications for Theory and Research 

From this study, there are several important theoretical dimensions that are worth to be discussed. 

The first theoretical implication is the proposal of TOP framework (Technology, Operations, 

People) including its emphasis on customer oriented, collaboration, and operational focus. The 

second implication is by positioning TOP framework with different existing literatures. The aim 

of this sub chapter is to answer the second sub research question on “How the impacted dimensions 

in the recruitment and selection process shape an organization's orientation to AI recruitment?”. 

5.2.1. TOP Framework 

The final aggregate dimensions for this study are Technology, Operations, and People (TOP 

Framework). Technology refers to AI as the support tools assisting the entire recruitment and 

selection process. Operations refers to the set of tasks performed as well as the outcome resulted 

from the activities. People comprise humans involved in the recruitment process such as job 

candidates, human resource professionals, the managers, and the top-level managers. From the 

aggregate dimensions, the interactions can be drawn to propose a conceptual framework of digital 

transformation in talent acquisition as can be seen in figure 16. The dimension of people is placed 

in the center because it plays a dual role as a customer and a user. Hence, it proposes customer 

orientation and collaboration as the interaction between dimensions. While, technology and 

process should be built based on operational focus. 

Reflecting from previous research, it shows that the TOP framework is analogous to the 

deconstruction of sociotechnical systems. According to Cummings et al. (2009), a sociotechnical 

system is a joint system which includes human beings that are arranged to perform tasks and 

consists of both social part (the people performing the tasks, and the relationships among them) 

and technical part which includes tools, techniques, and methods to perform tasks.  

 
Figure 16. TOP Framework: A Conceptual Framework of AI in Talent Acquisition 

It has been the common approach to understand the outcome of technology integration within an 

organization. Lepak and Snell (1998), for instance, introduced how IT integration has changed 
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how the employees perform their tasks autonomously in accordance with HR functions. This 

interpretation is relevant with sociotechnical systems that are characterized by self-managed teams 

hence it requires a participative attitude from the stakeholders involved in the process (Cummings 

et al., 2009). Therefore, this study interprets that there exists a duo collaboration which is the 

relationship between people with the dimension of technology and operations. In addition, when 

it is referred to sociotechnical system theory, it emphasizes joint optimization where social 

(people) and technical systems (operations and technology) are designed to fit and complement 

each other in order for the organization to perform well. This study interprets this as ‘collaboration’ 

and ‘customer oriented’. While, the technical system of operations and technology can be focused 

on operations to achieve competitive advantage. Therefore, the following discussion seeks to 

describe three outcomes: 1) competitive advantage through operations, 2) redefining customer 

orientation, and 3) collaboration as process enhancement. 

 Competitive Advantage through Operations 

From the analysis and discussion, it shows the emphasis on the arrangement of resources and 

operations. When it is seen from the lens of dynamic capabilities, it refers to the organization’s 

ability to adjust and reconfigure resources to adapt with changing business environment (Teece et 

al., 1997). On the other hand, according to a survey by McKinsey, since AI is a relatively new 

technology, most managers may not be familiar with how to integrate AI in the companies’ 

business process (Bughin et al., 2017). With the notion of dynamic capabilities, a firm can achieve 

competitive advantage by understanding the managerial and organizational process as well as its 

asset and path dependencies (Teece et al., 1997). This study analyses the recruitment process by 

breaking it down into input-process-output by emphasizing how different assets (e.g. human vs 

human-AI) may create differences in deriving outcome. As the quality of output depends on the 

quality of input, this study analyses the use of humans and AI which act as the input that do the 

transforming. 

If competitive advantage is defined as the value a firm creates to its customers such as cost 

leadership and differentiation (Porter, 1985a), then this study envisions that the use of AI may 

create competitive advantage in three ways. Firstly, utilizing AI can create a more efficient way of 

doing recruitment because the underlying AI process is relatively fast and requires less human 

involvement. The expected outcome is the improvement of service delivery which refers to the 

faster speed to fill the vacant position. This corresponds to the ‘war of talent’ in which firms 

compete to acquire the best talent. Secondly, the use of AI in the screening stage helps remove 

human bias. This is beneficial for companies who receive large amounts of CVs and even more 

substantial as the screening process is susceptible to human bias (Derous et al., 2015; Derous et 

al., 2017). The expected outcome is obviously to acquire better quality of talents because the 

assessment is expected to focus on relevant competences to the job position. Thirdly, human 

involvement in the interview stage allows even better quality outcome by verifying algorithm 

recommendation with the actual candidates’ competences and to evaluate person-organization fit. 

This is the important stage that determines whether the talents are the right fit to the organization 
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because it determines their commitment and satisfaction (O’Reilly et al., 1991). As a result of these 

three views (efficiency, quality, person-organization fit), it is expected that the talents acquired 

can contribute to the sustained competitive advantage for a firm (Yu and Cable, 2012) as 

summarized in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Competitive Advantage through Operations 

However, to ensure that the operations objectives are achieved, the technology capabilities should 

be evaluated. For instance, lack of accuracy may require humans to fix the error and subsequently 

increase the time needed to finish the assessment hence failing them to achieve the outcome of 

speed and efficiency. On the other hand, as discussed in section 5.1.2 related to process technology, 

screening stage is perceived to be highly administrative when the company deals with large 

amounts of CVs hence automation is the right process technology to be implemented. However, it 

depends on how recruiters or firms view their own recruitment process. According to Bititci et al. 

(2011), process-based approaches can be seen as customer-facing operational processes and 

administrative support processes (operational process but not customer facing). While according 

to Stone et al. (2015), there is a potential trade-off between the focus of technology and relationship 

when it comes to digital recruiting. When the screening stage, for instance, is viewed as an 

administrative support process, then AI is helpful to streamline and simplify the tedious screening 

process. However, when recruitment including the screening stage is viewed as a customer-facing 

operational process, then the use of AI should enhance more in the personalization context. Some 

companies use AI (e.g. Mya) to streamline the process as well as enhance relationship with job 

candidates in the entire recruitment process. However, it should be noted that according to the data 

collection, AI is mostly perceived as impersonal or lack of human touch. Reflecting from the study 

by Huang and Rust (2018), this is particularly because of the lack of intuitive and empathetic 

intelligence. Therefore, this study views that the use of AI may enhance relationships but not to 

the large extent as the relationship that is enhanced by human-to-human interactions. Figure 18 

illustrates how AI performance is influenced by firm’s view on their recruiting from process-based 

approach. 
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Figure 18. Process-based AI Implementation in Recruitment 

 Redefining Customer Orientation 

The notion of customer oriented is derived from the work of Lepak and Snell (1998) that HR 

function should be customer oriented. The customer that they referred to are employees and 

managers who are the beneficiaries of HR service in a company. However, the term of the customer 

is interpreted differently according to different contexts. The most common understanding of 

customer is the outside actors who are related to the firm-market relationship (Kohli and Jaworski, 

1990; Zhou et al., 2009) or those who are willing to pay a value created by firms (Porter, 1985b). 

From the lens of operations management, operations is described as producing services to fulfill 

customer needs (Slack et al., 2015). This study views people as customers when these people are 

seeking or consuming products or services that provide solution to their problems or needs, 

including people in firms who are trying to solve business needs (Griffin, 2007). Therefore, the 

definition of customer oriented in this study refers to the orientation of operations and technology 

that emphasize the needs of people who use the recruitment system with or without AI. The 

integration of tasks or process can be referred to the socio-technical approach that considers both 

human and technology systems that aim to gain efficiency and satisfaction (Campion et al., 2005). 

Moreover, the design of technical systems should relieve burden administrative tasks (Lepak and 

Snell, 1998) and easy access to information for improved accuracy (Parry and Tyson, 2011). When 

it is adopted to this study, it refers to the operations involved in talent acquisition such as job 

advertisement, screening, and selection that are digitized by AI that are designed to assist recruiters 

or managers in accomplishing their tasks efficiently. Therefore, this study proposes to redefine the 

term customer which includes employees and managers using the recruitment system and 

technology. When AI is used for recruitment, then it represents the service provided by HR to 

assist managers in acquiring new talent. The notion of customer oriented is also seen from 

operations performance objectives where the technology and operations are designed according to 

customer needs. For instance, when the recruiters use automation to assist the screening process 

more efficiently, accurately, and easy to use. 

While the aforementioned discusses the customer orientation from the employee’s perspective, 

this study also views customer oriented in terms of relationship with job applicants. If job seekers 

have a negative experience during the recruitment process such as unfriendly recruiters or 
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incompatible technology, it will be unfavorable for the employer's image. Job seekers’ attraction 

towards an employer, including the suitability with their personal values and employer’s culture, 

may affect how they respond to the employer as consumers (Cable and Turban, 2001). The 

importance of relationships in the recruitment process is also as part of assessment of individual-

organizational compatibility which is beneficial for both sides the employer and the job candidate 

as has been discussed in section 5.1.3. 

To conclude, the customer orientation in the recruitment practices can be redefined as the 

orientation that aims at internal customers (e.g. employees and managers) and external customers 

(e.g. job candidates). For internal customers, it focuses more on operational efficiency and 

effectiveness. While, for external customers, it emphasizes relationships aspects. 

 Collaboration as Process Enhancement 

Teece et al. (1997) distinguished what makes internal organization distinct from the market is its 

emphasis on the competences or capabilities to organize and coordinate activity to accomplish 

tasks. This is where people have crucial roles to generate productive activity. In the context of AI, 

this is largely related to the collaboration between human and AI (Davenport and Kirby, 2015; 

Wilson and Daugherty, 2018; Jarrahi, 2018; Huang and Rust, 2018). However, in the organization 

studies, collaboration is largely related to inter-firm or inter-organization collaboration (Grant and 

Baden-Fuller, 1995; Liao et al., 2017; Batt and Purchase, 2004; Allred et al., 2011).  

Viewing from the lens of operations management, this study proposes that collaboration is rather 

seen as process enhancement where the organization adjusts and integrates its internal resources 

(e.g. human and AI) to generate maximum benefits of recruitment. All technology needs a certain 

degree of human intervention (Slack et al., 2015). Considering the perceived limitations in AI, 

humans are also characterized with limitations in dealing with humans’ bias (Derous et al., 2015;  

Derous et al., 2017) and complexity (Jarrahi, 2018). According to Wilson and Daugherty (2018), 

human assists machines in three ways: train, explain, and sustain. Firstly, in the case of AI-based 

screening tools, the AI algorithms are trained based on human feedback, whether or not the 

decision made by the system is a good or bad decision. It enables algorithms to learn and improve 

future decision making. Second, the conclusions derived from the machines usually require human 

experts to explain it to non-expert users (e.g. recruiters). However, in the case of Hubert.ai, the 

system has easy user interfaces which provide understandable information for non-expert users. 

Third, humans are needed to “sustain” by ensuring that AI systems are properly functioned in a 

safe and responsible manner. In return, machines assist humans in three ways: amplify, interact, 

and embody (ibid). The intelligence embedded in the system amplifies humans’ cognitive ability 

in terms of analytic and decision-making. Virtual agents built on AI facilitates communications 

and interactions on behalf of companies to its customers. As a system, AI embodied in a chatbot 

can facilitate processes that are traditionally performed by humans for instance screening 

interviews. 
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Decision making is one important process that can be enhanced by collaboration in hybrid 

sequential decision making (Shrestha et al., 2019) where the output generated by AI can be used 

as an input for human decision making. This is related to collaboration in process sequences as 

candidates’ response during the screening stage can be used as material for the interview stage. It 

allows recruiters or managers to plan the interview with the basis of data hence making the 

interview process more efficient. Additionally, according to Jarrahi (2018), the decision making 

process is characterized by uncertainty, complexity, and equivocality. AI, with its greater 

computational information processing, can deal with complexity while humans with its intuitive 

approach can deal with uncertainty and equivocality in decision making. With hybrid sequential 

decision making, humans can use data generated by AI -that may not be accurate to deal with 

uncertainty and equivocality- to verify the candidates’ actual competences during the face-to-face 

interview. 

5.2.2. Positioning TOP Framework in Literature 

This section attempts to position TOP Framework with different literatures in Figure 19. This is 

started when new technology appears and influences other dimensions (operations and people). It 

attempts to fit with the outcomes of technology integration outcome in operational, relational, and 

transformational (Lepak and Snell, 1998) and HR functions to be simultaneously strategic, 

efficient, flexible, and customer-oriented (ibid). 

 
Figure 19. TOP Framework with Different Literatures 

It starts with the dimension of technology which corresponds to intelligence types (Huang and 

Rust, 2018), AI evolutionary stages (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2019), and six building blocks in input-

process-output framework (Paschen et al., 2019). The variation of technology influences other 

dimensions of operations and people. 
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Firstly, from the dimension of operations, this study emphasizes speed and efficiency which is 

discussed in prior literatures about IT integration in HR (Lepak and Snell, 1998) and e-HRM (Parry 

and Tyson, 2011). When these findings are reflected to this study through the lens of operations 

management (Slack et al., 2015), the ‘speed and efficiency’ refers to the improved lead time needed 

to complete the recruitment process while ‘quality’ allows recruitment to find talent with the right 

quality. When these are reflected from business process improvement (Wilson and Daugherty), 

decision making and personalization are other additional dimensions that enhance operations. 

Secondly, from the dimension of people, in response to the notion of electronic system that is 

perceived impersonal (Stone et al., 2015; Mejia and Torres, 2018; Suen et al., 2019), this study 

views that artificial intelligence opens opportunity to balance the recruitment approach on both 

transaction and relationship by adopting functional and relational dimension of communicative AI 

technologies (Guzman and Lewis, 2019). Functional refers to the functional characteristic in 

operations which corresponds to the ability of AI to perform tasks that are designed to do. For 

instance, AI-based automated screening tools help streamlining administrative manual works, 

parsing and analyzing, and providing recommendations. Relational refers to the use of chatbot to 

form communication that are traditionally performed by humans and simultaneously to enhance 

personalization (Wilson and Daugherty, 2018).  

Thirdly, based on the discussion above, this study therefore suggests a balanced role between 

humans and AI to gain the maximum benefits of the operations as they augment each other’s 

capabilities (Wilson & Daugherty, 2018). It is primarily addressing limitations of the 

implementation of either humans or AI in isolation. The limitation is analyzed through input-

process-output perspective and this study envisions that the collaboration between humans and AI 

can enhance the input and process of AI digitalization to produce better output. This is specifically 

to discuss how humans and AI can augment each other in decision making (Jarrahi, 2018; Shrestha 

et al., 2019).  

Based on the entire section of theoretical implications, there are key takeaways concluded to 

compare the general recruiting model with the AI recruiting model in Figure 20. Firstly, the 

apparent difference is the level of human involvement in contrast with AI algorithms. Secondly, 

with AI, the transaction can be elevated from administrative tasks to analytical tasks. Thirdly, 

dependability is influenced with the existence of humans’ bias and/or algorithm bias which will 

discussed in the section 5.4 about ethical implications. Fourth, AI offers two-way communication 

as an alternative to current e-recruitment which is perceived to be one-way interaction. Lastly, AI 

opens the opportunity for automation to focus on both transactional and relational even though 

with a limited degree of personal touch.  
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Figure 20. Reflection of Theory Implications 

 

5.3. Implications for Practice  

This study views that how firms integrate AI in recruitment depends on firm capabilities to adjust 

and integrate its resources and activities to generate the optimum benefit of it. The capabilities 

refers to how the firms manage its resources (e.g. recruiters) with or without AI in recruiting in 

relation to activities involved such as screening process, interview, and so forth. In addition, it also 

depends on how firms view their own recruitment process, whether it is transactional, relational, 

or balanced (Rousseau, 1995). From the lens of operations, these are analogous of process-based 

approaches whether to be customer facing operations or administrative support process (Bititci et 

al., 2011). When the recruitment is viewed as an administrative support process, then the level of 

AI or chatbot needed is the level to perform mechanical and analytical that helps streamlining the 

tedious process as well as supporting decision making. When the recruitment is viewed as more 

customer oriented then there is a need for more relational chatbot that can enhance personalization. 

However, a major concern captured from the data collection is that AI or chatbot is perceived to 

be impersonal and not sufficient to replace human interactions. It may be perhaps because of the 

AI capabilities scope nowadays are largely at the level of mechanical and analytical intelligences 

while intuitive and empathetic, which can pose more personal experience, are probably still far 

from the present time. However, even if AI had intuitive and empathetic intelligence, would it 

change the managers’ perception on AI? The perception that talking to a robot may not change the 

fact that it still lacks personal touch even though it has been equipped with intuitive and empathetic 

intelligence. Therefore, it may be more relevant to view AI as a support for transactional activities 

with varying degrees of relational aspect. With the limited degree of relational, it does not 

necessarily mean neglecting AI’s benefit in providing intelligent transactional support which 

makes it different with other recruitment technology. There might be arguments that screening CV 

is still manageable either by internal administrative laborers or by delegating the tasks to external 

recruitment agencies. However, when the amount of CV that needs to be screened is high, then it 

may pose risks of fatigue, humans’ bias, and delay in service delivery. Using AI in the screening 
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stage can be an option as the screening stage does not require high personal touch but more focused 

in dealing with a large set of documents to be screened and applicants to be assessed (e.g. phone 

interview vs chatbot interview). 

CV and Job description 

As the subject discussed here is specifically on parsing resume and match with job description, 

then CV and job description are two important prerequisites to enable optimum parsing and 

matching. For job description, it requires clear and well-structured job description content that 

covers the entire requirements needed for job positions hence managers should be able to articulate 

what requirements are looked for. Managers should be aware that ambiguous languages written in 

job description can eradicate the genuine intent of the role and subsequently hinder the employer 

to acquire candidates with right competences  (Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends, 2020). This 

can be mitigated by clearly specifying on what personality traits, experience, and competences that 

the manager and employer are looking for. In terms of CV, the system can be designed in a way 

that job applicants can manually add information that is not automatically extracted by system. 

This is to avoid insufficient information about candidates that can potentially be deselected during 

the process. 

 

5.4. Ethical Implications 

Decision making is an operational process that is largely discussed implicitly and explicitly in AI 

studies. Besides faster decision making, AI promotes quality in decision making by removing 

humans’ bias from the assessment. Humans have preferences to like people who have similarities 

(Goldberg, 2005) which in turn making judgment untrustworthy (Houser, 2019). Resume 

screening, as the early stage of recruitment, may be vulnerable to bias because of limited amount 

of personalized information which makes category-based bias (e.g. ethnic, gender) becomes 

dominant in information processing and judgement (Derous et al., 2015;  Derous et al., 2017). 

Using AI-based tools allows applicants to be assessed based on the relevant criteria with the job 

position. Some applications of AI-based resume screening tools include anonymizing resumes, 

ignoring sensitive information (e.g. race, gender, age), parsing relevant information in the CV with 

the job description, and structured screening interviews with chatbots based on the extracted 

information. In other words, applicants may have equal opportunities to be assessed because of 

social category cues or humans’ bias. 

As managers are aware of humans’ bias, managers should also be aware of algorithm bias. The 

quality of AI output depends on the inputs and the learning algorithm. However, recognizing 

whether or not the algorithm is influenced by humans’ subjectivity often entails long-term 

investigation and may only be apparent when a problematic use case appears (Mittelstadt et al., 

2016). This is largely because the decision made by the algorithm is based on past hiring decisions 

and the algorithm may create patterns based on top performers (Houser, 2019) that favors certain 
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groups and underestimate the other groups (e.g. male vs female candidates for technical position). 

Consequently, there are risks where the machine disregards potential applicants hence it raises 

concerns on fairness in recruiting and trust issues with the recruitment process. 

To mitigate algorithm risks in bias, managers and/or designers should put attention on algorithm 

designs (Verganti et al., 2020) that follow the principles of fairness, accountability, and 

transparency (Shin and Park, 2019). These three principles are also emphasized in the EU 

regulatory framework for AI to build an ecosystem of trust (European Commission, 2020). 

The algorithm should be trained responsibly and regularly monitored to avoid unjustified decision 

making or discrimination to address concerns in fairness. Simultaneously, diverse training data is 

needed to train algorithms to be neutral bias and the algorithm design should focus more on 

personality traits and skills that are relevant to job positions. To enable this, the designer should 

be cognizant of their unconscious bias for them to avoid bias. 

While in transparency, the concerns are largely due to the ‘black box’ characteristic or opacity of 

the AI underlying learning mechanism. As users do not understand the underlying operations of 

algorithms, it raises questions whether or not the recruitment assessments are based on valid 

parameters. However, when transparency is discussed, this is also related to the intellectual 

property hence not all AI systems can be treated as open source. With this dilemma, designers 

should think of ways where they can protect their proprietary while complying with the regulatory 

framework. In terms of accountability, when there are problems that arise as the consequences of 

algorithm decisions, it leads to accountability questions on who is responsible for the decision and 

consequences, the designers or the managers? 

Nonetheless, to enhance the ecosystem of trust, humans should have control over the machines 

and not to rely entirely on the machine. Therefore, human-AI collaboration is emphasized 

especially in decision making to ensure gaining optimum outcome while mitigating the risks. On 

the other hand, consumers should be well informed when they are evaluated by the machine. 
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6. Conclusions 

This study aims to answer the main research question on “How does AI shape an organization's 

orientation of digitalization in talent acquisition?” in response to the concern of the trade-off 

between being technology or relationship focus in performing recruitment and selection. The 

research design is an inductive qualitative single case study that chooses AI in recruitment as the 

case study. This is answered by interviewing 11 HR professionals as well as collaborating with 

Hubert.ai as a startup working extensively with AI. The latter contributes as the important 

secondary sources to guide the author in data analysis. As most of the participants are not from the 

companies that extensively use AI in the recruitment process, other secondary sources especially 

consulting reports are used to support the findings. 

Based on data collection and analysis, this study proposes TOP Framework to explain how AI can 

shape an organization's orientation towards its recruitment practices. This framework answers the 

first sub question on “What dimensions in the recruitment and selection process are impacted by 

AI?” in which technology, operations, and people are the three impacted dimensions. Based on 

the findings, regardless of AI level in any recruitment stage, person-to-person interaction remains 

substantial hence this can be enhanced more in the interview stage. While, as AI is helpful in 

streamlining redundant and repetitive tasks, it seems that AI is practically efficient and effective 

to be used in the screening stage. 

Further findings are derived by answering the second sub question on “How the impacted 

dimensions in the recruitment and selection process shape an organization's orientation to AI 

recruitment?”. It was later known that TOP framework can be an analogous of a sociotechnical 

system where social and technical systems are designed to fit one another. By understanding the 

interaction between dimensions, this study suggests three theoretical implications. Firstly, the 

orientation to achieve competitive advantage through operations in the stage of screening and 

interview that are seen from Porter (1985) and Yu and Cable (2012). Secondly, with orientation 

that emphasizes customer importance, this study attempts to redefine customer orientation in the 

context of recruitment from the lens of HR and operations management. Thirdly, collaboration 

between humans and AI is substantial as a process enhancement to augment each other’s 

limitations. 

To conclude, the main research question is answered by understanding firms’ orientation in the 

talent acquisition by managing the dimension of technology, operations, and people in recruitment 

and selection to achieve competitive advantage through operations, customer orientation, and 

process enhancement by collaboration. Additionally, the firm’s orientation can be viewed from the 

lens of operations management. Through the lens of operations management, it opens 

opportunities for the recruitment to be oriented in operations and customers by achieving all 

performance objectives through the management of firms’ resources and activities. Moreover, 

collaboration between social (humans) and technical (AI and operations) system can enhance 
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process performance. However, it also depends on how the recruitment process is seen by the firm, 

whether it is customer facing operations or administrative support processes. It guides the firms’ 

orientation whether to focus on transactional, relational, or to balance both.  

 

Limitations and Further Research 

There are some limitations from this study in which future research may take into consideration 

for the improvement. The first limitation is that due to the nature of qualitative research that tends 

to be subjective, difficult to replicate, and problems of generalization (Bryman and Bell, 2011). 

The open-ended characteristics for qualitative study may lead researchers to be biased due to some 

prejudices, hence potentially making the research lack its rigor. Besides, qualitative study is 

difficult to replicate because different researchers may have different approaches towards the 

similar phenomenon. In addition, the findings of qualitative study, especially case study cannot be 

generalized to the population because the case study does not represent the sample (Yin, 1994). 

For future research, multiple case studies can be carried out to produce more robust findings by 

identifying similarities and differences between cases. Or else, quantitative study can be carried 

out to investigate the relationship between AI and variables that intend to be measured. The 

purpose of having different research designs is to have more robust analysis and richer discussion 

on the phenomenon. 

The second limitation is that the subjects under study are companies that have not adopted AI to 

the large extent in their recruitment practices. Consequently, the responses may be largely based 

on assumptions, hence it may be biased. To deal with this concern, there are extensive consultation 

with different scientific literatures, consulting reports, and the startup in collaboration with as part 

of data triangulation. However, to enhance research quality, the future study can aim to study the 

organization that has adopted AI to a large extent especially in recruitment practices. By focusing 

on this type of organization, it can provide a solid basis for future research to investigate the drivers 

and barriers of AI adoption. It will be more interesting for future research to explore the 

organization’s dynamic capabilities to investigate how an organization can adjust its assets, 

process, and structure for the changing business environment. The outcome is to provide guidance 

for practitioners to respond and adjust with the changes. 

The third limitation is that this study puts more focus on screening stage and interview stages. 

While, there are other recruitment stages that are potentially benefited by AI such as sourcing, 

referencing, and on boarding. Besides, this study does not emphasize the use of AI in interviews 

while there are studies that have investigated the use of AI in interviews. Therefore, future research 

can be guided to explore a wider perspective of the phenomenon of AI in recruitment. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Appendix A 

Interview Guide 

 

Section 1: General Information  

1. How the recruitment is done so far, from internal HR or from external recruitment agency? 

2. In terms of the candidate approach, do you usually actively or passively look for the 

candidates? Why?  

3. How often job openings occur in a year?  

4. How many job openings per year? 

5. How many job applications on average per job openings?  

6. What activities are generally included in recruitment process? (e.g. job postings, 

screenings, interview) 

 How many people involved in recruitment? 

 How many decision-making involved in recruitment? 

 How much time does it usually take to start the job posting until the hiring decision? 

 

Section 2: How is the overview of current recruitment process? 

1. What is the bottleneck/problem in the recruitment process? 

2. How do you solve the problem? 

3. How things that should be changed/improved in the recruitment process? 

4. What are important factors that should be exist in the recruitment process? 

5. How do you perceive the screening process in recruitment? 

 

Section 3: Artificial Intelligence in Recruitment  

1. Do you know artificial intelligence? (digital technology that makes things easier, does 

something automatically, repetitive task, for humans) 

2. What do you think about the idea of implementing AI in recruitment? 

3. Do you have any kind of AI in your recruitment process? Why/why not? What kind of AI 

that has been implemented in your recruitment process? 
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4. What benefits derived from the AI implementation in recruitment process? 

5. How AI have (or will) changed the process of recruitment? 

6. What effects AI would have in recruitment process in the coming years? 

7. To what extent AI should be applied ideally in the future (i.e. the entire process/partially)? 

Which process? Why? 

8. To what extent human will still need to handle recruitment process? Or do you think it 

should be fully automated by AI? Why? 

9. Given the AI implementation in recruitment process, what effect that AI have for 

HR/recruiters job roles in the future? Do you see it as a threat or benefits for the HR roles? 
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Appendix B 

 

Overview of parsing results (Source: Hubert.ai). 
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Appendix C 

 

Overview of chatbot user interface (Source: Hubert.ai) 
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Appendix D 

 

Data Supporting Interpretations 

Data Supporting Interpretations 

Aggregate dimension 1: Operations 

2nd order 

themes 

1st order 

concepts 
Quotes 

Speed and 

Efficiency 

Methods to filter 

and narrow down 

volume 

“Since we use screening tool to simplify the screening, we 

have taken out some of problems when it comes to higher 

volume, that’s usually bottleneck that could be automated 

even further. “(Interviewee 4) 

Methods to filter 

and narrow down 

volume 

“Sometimes we have some questions in the application 

form that you need to answer. So we can do better 

screening. That’s very good when you have many 

candidates. In that case, you don’t need to read every single 

application, you can focus on candidates that answer yes to 

this” (Interviewee 5) 

Methods to filter 

and narrow down 

volume 

“If we use online test, it is automatization in one way and 

that you put that in recruitment process, you can take 

advantages when there is a lot of applications coming in for 

example trainee program.” (Interviewee 7) 

Time consuming 

“You made several phone calls, emails, contacts, also you 

need the time to do to look at to all applications that’s the 

biggest challenge to find the time.” (Interviewee 5) 

Reduced manual 

works 

“We used to need more people working manually, now we 

need less people working manually especially in screening 

“ (Interviewee 1) 

Automation 

“Since we talk about AI, we could have opportunity to make 

AI any other simple tool, automatically reject those, reduce 

some of the time needed for screening.” (Interviewee 4) 

Automation 

“With the right campaign, you can use chatbot to find the 

right candidates to your application pool. If we use online 

test, it is automatization in one way and that you put that 

in recruitment process, you can take advantages when 

there is a lot of applications coming in for example trainee 

program” (Interviewee 7). 
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Time consuming, 

narrow down 

volume, 

automation 

“Screening is the most time consuming […] There is a 

funnel, so you have lots of candidates coming into the 

funnels from the top. So, you have the wider funnels and 

then you gradually make the funnel tighter and then you 

have one final candidates in the end. If you have spent a lot 

of time on top of funnel that multiply in more of time […] 

Since we talk about AI, we could have opportunity to make 

AI any other simple tool, automatically reject those, reduce 

some of the time needed for screening.” (Interviewee 4) 

Parallel process 
“Do the screening ongoing because we don’t want to lose 

the candidates” (Interviewee 6) 

Dependability 

and Quality 

Objective 

assessment 

“You have to be very unbias, very objective, and to make 

sure that you have a very solid argument behind the reason 

why not to proceeding with the rest of candidates.” 

(Interviewee 1) 

Tendency to bias 

“We work actively that’s why we use personality test and 

screening question or knockout question in order to not get 

interfered with the bias. We want to have the process 

structured. If we have good candidates from the diverse 

background, they have the same opportunity as somebody 

who doesn’t have that. What we are trying to reach is the 

equal opportunity for everyone.” (Interviewee 8) 

Support to 

remove bias 

“What the selection is based on that, maybe some kind of 

testing, going with the interview with the robot, I think 

whatever support that takes away the human factors 

stereotypes, that kind of, AI can be better than human to 

focus on core competences.” (Interviewee 2) 

Unreliable 

assessment CV 

“To be an HR nerd, I would say, the biggest challenge is 

that for recruitment is really difficult in terms of getting the 

CV as a base on taking a decision who of these 100 or 20 

applications would do the job the best. The CV is a quite 

bad measurement for a future performance.” (Interviewee 

2) 

Inadequate CV 

quality 

“Also challenge with some candidates, their CV is not good. 

They are not writing about the time period, it is very little 

about how are they doing and why they want this job. It is 

difficult to understand the candidates experience” 

(Interviewee 5) 
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AI bias risks 

“I think bias one of the biggest challenges, stereotypes. 

Huge challenges. AI is only as good as what we put in AI, 

still human programming in the AI, I think that’s why 

people are still scared with AI. We don’t trust yet AI is 

better than human.” (Interviewee 2) 

Misinterpretation 

“I think the main challenges that the candidates don’t 

express the experience in the right way in the CV, so you 

get the wrong idea about the right person, or we as the 

recruiters misunderstand the CV, misinterpret. Candidates 

interpret their experience into the CV, we interpret the CV 

into the experience. […] Misinterpretation from both 

sides.” (Interviewee 8). 

Awareness of 

bias 

“We aware of bias, reducing them, when we get away from 

CVs, then that will help a lot. Awareness of bias the first 

step we have to work with” (Interviewee 3) 

Decision 

Making 

Test to measure 

competences 

“The personality test and cognitive test help us to identify 

the potential of those people form one scale and their 

behavior as well.” (Interviewee 1) 

Test to measure 

competences 

“CV as the base of recruitment is a challenge. We know a 

lot of people writing in the CV is not true. Testing is one 

way to do it, screening test, all candidates did the testing 

and directly doing some test. To get good output” 

(Interviewee 2) 

Competence-

based assessment 

“We use competence-based question for position to actually 

increase validity of recruitment to be able to compare 

between candidates which are the most suitable for the 

position” (Interviewee 7) 

Competence-

based assessment 

“In order to focus objective, focus on requirement profile, 

and work strictly in competency based, in the best case 

scenario you have job profile where you can screening use 

question” (Interviewee 8) 

Data to support 

decision making 
“We are in the discussions to what extent we can use chatbot 

to support us making the right decision” (Interviewee 1) 

Data to support 

decision making 

“We want to know what you have work with, what 

experience, education, knowledge, in some special area” 

(Interviewee 5) 

Lack of data on 

competences 

“I have tried to telephone calls. Find it difficult to really get 

the good output of them. If you are gonna spend 15 minutes 

on the phone, you have to spend hi how are you etc, few 

questions, when you don’t see each other you haven’t 
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spoken about the position first, I find phone interview, they 

get flat, you don’t get so much information out of them.” 

(Interviewee 5) 

Competence-

based assessment 

“Competence-based recruitment. That’s the matter to 

reduce subjective things, follow the job profile through the 

whole process.” (Interviewee 5). 

Service 

Delivery 

Easier process 

for hiring 

managers 

“We want the process to be easier for our internally and for 

managers. We have managers who are active partners in 

recruitment we want provide excellent experience in terms 

of using systems and tools, and we want to support our 

decision with the right information” (Interviewee 1) 

Collaboration 

with hiring 

managers 

 “It takes a lot of time, and we have a challenge to wrap it 

up, so we take it 6 weeks, if you are good in 4-5 weeks. But, 

that needs good collaboration and good project plan with 

the hiring managers.” (Interviewee 3) 

Easier process 

for hiring 

managers 

“that’s why it is very important to have simple tools. We 

have recruitment system that has been ancient, we change 

to the more modern solution. Now managers have lot less 

to do when it comes to recruitment. If you have 100 

applications and the tools is difficult, then it will add more 

time.” (Interviewee 4) 

Standardizing 

process and lead 

time 

“We also have recruitment education for the managers who 

are doing the recruitment “process themselves because the 

recruiters like me we are helping about 15% of all 

recruitment process. Because of that we will educate the 

managers to handle this by themselves. In that application 

we try to get them don’t have too long processes, like 8 

weeks is what we want them to do.” (Interviewee 5) 

Provide support 

for recruitment 

and selection 

“we help managers to recruit; we work for employer brand; 

a lot of head hunting a lot of testing, guidance of hiring 

managers, they are the owner process but we giving the 

tools to get the right candidates in the right places.” 

(Interviewee 8) 

Aggregate dimension 2: People 

Social 

Presence 

Team dynamic 

assessment 

“If the managers who have the resource need to fulfill a 

position with a human in his/her team, it would not be good 

if he can’t meet with the candidates, from both perspectives, 

it can’t replace the whole recruitment process. It is about 

people, it is about organization, we need to work together 

and the interaction is super important.” (Interviewee 3) 
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Interactions to 

assess behavioral 

fit 

“Interviews, I think, maybe, if you look at the latest, some 

of the trends go towards video interviews in screening, from 

our perspective we haven’t considered that yet. We still like 

to meet the candidates before we actually hire them. We still 

have a need a manager need to meet candidates, and team 

around. “ (Interviewee 4) 

Human 

interaction 

“I think that the chatbot could never really replace the 

human being, that’s how I perceive it. I think it is good to 

use initially in the process. It is about the sense of ability to 

meet up someone. “ (Interviewee 7) 

Knowing people 

“Most people into knowing the people that they will meet 

at work. What are you expecting as a manager, and what my 

expectation on you. Better to do in person” (Interviewee 2). 

Trust and 

relationship 

“Recruitment is also building trust, building relationship 

that you want to come and work for us” (Interviewee 2). 

Knowing people 

“I think that the chatbot could never really replace the 

human being, that’s how I perceive it. I think it is good to 

use initially in the process. It is about the sense of ability 

to meet up someone. That in my view could not be 

replaced by AI” (Interviewee 7). 

Culture fit 

“It is hard to describe culture with the words. It is in the 

walls. And when we are meeting with the people” 

(Interviewee 3). 

Team dynamic 

assessment, 

interpersonal 

skills 

“There is always been human factors needed in the 

judgment phase, because I think machine just can’t cover 

everything 100%, there is always kind of margin error. 

Sometimes you need to understand the dynamic between 

team people, team members, and meet people in person”. 

(Interviewee 1) 

Team dynamic 

assessment  

“[…] next step we invite them for technical meeting with 

the team to discuss the solutions and things like that, the 

team share on how they work in daily basis. It is basis to go 

deep in technical discussion”. (Interviewee 11) 

Candidate 

Engagement 

Personal 

appreciation or 

feedback 

After the candidates doing interview here at the office, it is 

super important take the time to give a call and give 

feedback, and not just send email, because they have 

invested their time and they deserve to have personal 

feedback (Interviewee 3) 
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Candidates as 

valuable 

customers 

“Interaction is important because we need continuous 

update where they are in the process, also we try to at least 

as much feedback as possible when they are not moving 

forward with the process […]You have to see that, the 

candidates applying in (company name), they are also the 

customers. If they have the best possible experience even if 

they don’t move on in certain roles, they still will go on buy 

with us and see (company name) as a partner, instead of, we 

don’t want people feel that we are not interacting with 

them.” (Interviewee 10) 

Prioritize 

candidates' 

interest 

“You have to be really fast in your process. You have to be 

put in the candidates interest first rather than the 

companies.” (Interviewee 11) 

Chatbot to 

engage 

candidates 

“given that most interviews we do have is about basically 

selling us as a company in such a way that people consider 

to change the current job to ours, is how we do interview as 

of today, from that perspective I think now the AI and 

robotics are not there yet, they could create impression that 

makes people to make decision to leave their current place 

to come to us” (Interviewee 11) 

Chatbot to 

engage 

candidates 

“But it has the exact same function as the knock-out 

question. It looks cooler, it looks more modern. It could be 

nice candidate experience for the screening question.” 

(Interviewee 8). 

Personal 

appreciation or 

feedback 

“I think if you apply for jobs, you should get the respect 

even if you are not suitable for the job.” (Interviewee 6) 

Candidates 

losing interest 

“I know some companies do that having some kind of bullet 

asking it becomes too beureucratic and people tend to lose 

interest in the job when the drop rate is so much higher if 

you start asking follow up question. So we have the simplest 

recruitment process.” (Interviewee 9) 

Engagement to 

apply for jobs 

“But if you look into the chatbot, there are a lot of people, 

there are many companies to attract candidates. If you target 

people to our website, chatbot can help candidates to find 

the jobs in the scandics instead they are looking for, 

increase the stickiness or conversion of a few to apply.” 

(Interviewee 4) 

Aggregate dimension 3: Technology 

AI 

Capabilities 
Prone to error 

“At this point, I wouldn’t trust that we would take in robot 

instead of the process we have now. Fine tuning on the AI, 

for example, reading CV, it supposed to pick up the name. 

the robot is working, pick up the wrong things, then I still 

have to change it. It needs to be more stable for us to use it 

externally.” (Interviewee 2) 
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Lack of accuracy 

 “When we’d say we will use AI in recruiting, we want to 

have 100% on matches. 100% matches is not possible yet, 

it is 95%, it is 2% when it talks to companies that using or 

providing with AI, they are always give you 95% 

maximum, in the 5% you may be missing top candidates, so 

when we use AI in recruitment, maybe we should 99.9%.” 

(Interviewee 10) 

Prone to error 

“When it comes to categorizing people to fit or doesn’t fit 

then we would like to have human doing this because we 

think everybody should get a chance and AI makes a lot of 

mistakes and we don’t want to make any risks. We don’t 

want to risks bias, we don’t want to lose good candidates, 

because we have automated the process to be more 

effective”. (Interviewee 9) 

Limitation in 

perception and 

interpretations 

“If you meet the person that don’t fulfill the value that we 

have, one person can make damage in a group […] I don’t 

think a robot can get that sense of a person.” (Interviewee 

6) 

Accuracy, 

language 

coverage 

“Is there 100% accurate CV parsing in the world? In all 

languages? That’s my question, if that exist, then I am going 

to give that to chatbot. My CV is in Swedish, Danish, 

Norwegian, and that CV is going structured. And the 

program is going to structured to understand the experience, 

background. I think that’s human to do that. If AI can do 

that, then we can do that” (Interviewee 8) 

Flexibility in 

recognizing 

language 

“Because the humans need to fill out the information to 

them because they have no time to look for, it becomes very 

clunky. When you read the CV, people don’t use the same 

language across the world. If you are Swedish company, 

then only Swedish people applying then you might have 

similar answers.” (Interviewee 9) 

Rigid and 

impersonal 

“There is a risk maybe too clinical if you use AI in the 

screening process, it could be unhuman. […] The personal 

communication is very important to do the evaluation of the 

candidates”. (Interviewee 5) 

Rigid and 

impersonal 

“Adding on chatbot to ask you a lot of question is extremely 

impersonal and very mechanical. Because you really can’t 

have a dialog. And chatbot that are built today are built 

more like a questionnaire that chatting companies when you 

are applying for a job you have to answer 30 questions 

that’s the same as chatbot does more or less” (Interviewee 

9) 
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Redesign 

work 

The emergence 

of new roles 

“They try to adopt with technology trends, when you have 

new solution, there must be new roles. We didn’t have in 

HR working with data analysis, now we have people 

working in data analysis. We didn’t have people working 

agile methodology, now we have agile implemented in 

HR.” (Interviewee 1) 

Shifting to the 

more strategic 

roles 

“Should be the one sparing partner with recruitment 

manager, in the requirement profile, about the position, is it 

really the right one, how is your group composed, you could 

be more advisor instead of putting too much effort in the 

first selection part.” (Interviewee 7) 

Humans feed AI 

“AI is fed with data all the time […] We would probably 

need to feed the AI, different scenario trying to help out 

what the algorithm is supposed to be” (Interviewee 4). 

Tasks allocation 

“I think it is partially (AI implementation) where we can be 

more effective because we are human we can put our energy 

and our skill where we add value or use AI where AI can 

add value. So, the success is the right mix of AI and HR” 

(Interviewee 8). 

Shift in the scope 

of tasks 

“I don’t think it could replace people in HR, but people in 

HR can focus in other tasks” (Interviewee 3) 

 

 


